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Abstract

We give a thorough introduction to the black hole information paradox and
discuss recent progress in solving it. Quantum field theory (QFT) in curved
spacetime predicts that black holes emit exactly thermal radiation known as
Hawking radiation. Since the radiation is exactly thermal, the entropy of
Hawking radiation is predicted to increase monotonically as the black hole radiates.
Meanwhile, the radiation carries away energy from the black hole, causing the
thermodynamic entropy of the black hole, known as the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy, to decrease. At some point, roughly halfway into the evaporation, the QFT
calculations predict that the entropy of Hawking radiation exceeds the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy. This should not be possible: For an outside observer, a black hole
can be understood as a quantum system where the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
counts black hole microstates, as we argue by deriving the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy in the path-integral approach to quantum gravity. The entropy of Hawking
radiation should therefore be a result of entanglement with the black hole quantum
system, which implies that the entropy of Hawking radiation should be bounded by
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, in conflict with the QFT result. This conflict is
the black hole information paradox. If the entropy of Hawking radiation exceeds the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, unitarity is broken and quantum information is lost.
If the evaporation process is unitary, the entropy of Hawking radiation should follow
a curve that initially increases, but eventually turns around and falls to zero, in
agreement with the bound set by the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Recent progress
in solving the paradox suggests that black hole evaporation is unitary. Using the
path-integral approach to quantum gravity, the entropy of Hawking radiation was
found to follow the curve one would expect of unitary evaporation. We give a general
discussion of how this result was obtained.
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Introduction

A black hole is a region of spacetime from which nothing can escape—at least as far
as classical general relativity is concerned. In 1974, Stephen Hawking discovered that
by including quantum effects in the spacetime background of a black hole, the black
hole does emit particles [1, 2]. The emitted particles, referred to as Hawking radiation,
follow a thermal spectrum of temperature T = 1/8πM in natural units, where M is
the mass of the black hole. This means that the particles are in a mixed state. As it
radiates, the black hole loses mass. After a long time—roughly 1067 years for a solar-
mass black hole—it has completely evaporated, and the universe is left containing only
Hawking radiation. Assuming the black hole to have formed from a pure state, the
process of black hole formation and evaporation is therefore pure-to-mixed and cannot
be described as a unitary process. In this sense, black holes seem to destroy information
about the state from which they formed. This led Hawking to suggest that gravity
introduces a new level of uncertainty or randomness into physics over and above the
uncertainty usually associated with quantum mechanics [3].

It is necessary to postulate unitary time evolution in order to make sense of the
probabilistic interpretation in quantum mechanics. Therefore it seems that black hole
evaporation and quantum mechanics are incompatible. This apparent tension is often
referred to as the black hole information paradox. The general belief is that the
information paradox is a result of our lacking understanding of quantum gravity. For
this reason, the theoretical physics community has been searching for a solution to the
paradox ever since the discovery of Hawking radiation, with the hope that it would lead
to insights in quantum gravity.

The above description does not quite reflect the modern understanding of the
information paradox, yet it is often described this way in less formal settings. There are
many misconceptions surrounding the black hole information paradox, many of which can
probably be traced back to the paradox being described in this way. Prominent critics of
the paradox, including Penrose [4], Unruh and Wald [5, 6], correctly argue that unitary
time evolution can only be expected in a globally hyperbolic spacetime. The spacetime of
an evaporating black hole is not globally hyperbolic. Based on this argument, the authors
claim that there is nothing paradoxical about black hole information loss. However, there
is something deeply puzzling and paradoxical about black hole evaporation. The modern
understanding is framed in terms of the entropy of the black hole and the radiation
emitted from it.

Prior to the discovery of Hawking radiation, studies in classical general relativity had
revealed that black holes have many properties reminiscent of thermodynamic systems.
One of these properties is Hawking’s area theorem, which states that the surface area
of a black hole cannot decrease [7]. There is an obvious similarity between this and
the second law of thermodynamics. Bekenstein suggested that this is more than a
similarity, and that black holes do have an entropy that is proportional to their surface
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area [8]. However, since a classical black hole cannot emit any particles, the second
law of thermodynamics would be violated by, for example, a black hole immersed in
black body radiation at a lower temperature than that of the black hole. The discovery
of Hawking radiation fixed this issue and completed the description of black holes as
thermodynamic systems. In addition, the value of the Hawking radiation temperature
fixed the proportionality constant of the black hole entropy to 1/4, giving the black hole
entropy SBH = A/4. This entropy is referred to as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.

If the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is of similar origin as entropies in ordinary
thermodynamics, it should be given by some counting of microstates in an underlying
theory of quantum gravity. This does seem to be the case. The Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy has been derived through several approaches to quantum gravity. Examples
include Gibbons and Hawking [9], who did it in 1977 using the path-integral approach
to quantum gravity, and Strominger and Vafa [10], who derived it in 1996 using string
theory on a certain class of extremal Reissner-Nordström black holes.

This suggests that black holes can be described as an ordinary quantum system
for an outside observer, with thermodynamic entropy given by the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy. If the black hole can be understood as a quantum system, the mixed state of
Hawking radiation can be understood as a result of entanglement with the black hole.
The thermodynamic entropy of the black hole must then be an upper limit for the entropy
of Hawking radiation. As the black hole evaporates, this upper limit decreases. The
problem is that the entropy of Hawking radiation will increase monotonically because
the radiation is thermal. At some time called the Page time, the entropy of Hawking
radiation is predicted to break the upper limit set by the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
This conflict between the thermal nature of Hawking radiation, as predicted by quantum
field theory in curved spacetime, and the quantum gravitational origin of the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy, is the modern understanding of the black hole information paradox.

The Page time is named after Don Page, who studied how the entropy of Hawking
radiation should evolve if black holes are quantum systems to outside observers [11, 12].
He found that the entropy should increase at early times in agreement with the quantum
field theory calculations of Hawking radiation. When the Page time is reached, the
entropy should start to decrease, lying close to the maximal limit set by the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy. The resulting curve is called the Page curve.

Hawking was known as a defender of black hole information loss himself. That was
until Juan Maldacena [13] discovered the AdS/CFT duality in 1997. AdS/CFT is a
conjectured duality between a gravitational theory in Anti-de Sitter space (AdS) and a
conformal field theory (CFT) that lives on the boundary of Anti-de Sitter space. It can
be understood roughly as telling us that a system in quantum gravity can be described
by a gravitational theory on the AdS side of the duality or equivalently by a conformal
field theory on the CFT side of the duality. This means that a black hole in Anti-de
Sitter space can be described by a CFT, which is only a type of quantum field theory
and hence manifestly unitary. This famously convinced Hawking [14], and most of the
community, that black hole evaporation must be a unitary process. In other words,
there must be something wrong with the results one gets from the quantum field theory
derivation of Hawking radiation. The entropy of Hawking radiation should somehow
follow the Page curve.

The AdS/CFT duality opened for the recent years’ significant progress in solving the
paradox. One important concept introduced in AdS/CFT is holographic entanglement
entropy, which relates the entropy on the CFT side of the duality to the entropy on
the AdS side. In a recent series of papers [15, 16, 17, 18], a new formula for the
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holographic entanglement entropy in quantum gravity was developed and applied to
Hawking radiation, resulting in an entropy that followed the Page curve. The same
result was later achieved without the AdS/CFT duality, instead using the path integral
approach to quantum gravity [19, 20]. This was achieved by including topologically non-
trivial geometries, referred to as replica wormholes, in the gravitational path integral.

The goal of this thesis is to give a thorough introduction to the black hole information
paradox for a reader familiar with general relativity and quantum field theory, and to
get an understanding of the recent gravitational path integral derivation of the Page
curve. The gravitational path integral will be an important tool, both in performing
Gibbons and Hawking’s derivation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy so we can state
the information paradox, and in studying the replica wormhole derivation of the Page
curve. The thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 1, we set the stage by providing
the necessary definitions of unitarity and entropy in quantum mechanics, in addition to
the concepts of causality and black holes in general relativity. We have also included a
discussion of the problem of quantum gravity. In chapter 2, we introduce quantum field
theory in curved spacetime and give a general discussion of how the effect of Hawking
radiation arises. We discuss the backreaction on the metric and describe the black
hole evaporation process, and visit Hawking’s original argument for information loss.
In chapter 3, we give an introduction to path integrals and motivate the definition of
the gravitational path integral. We also present how the entropy can be calculated in
quantum field theory using the replica trick, which will later be needed for the replica
wormhole calculations. In chapter 4, we show how path integrals can be used to show that
black holes emit Hawking radiation. Next, we apply the gravitational path integral to
the Schwarzschild black hole in chapter 5 and perform Gibbons and Hawking’s derivation
of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Then we move on to give the modern statement of
the information paradox and make a precise description of the Page curve. In chapter
6, we give a very brief introduction to the holographic principle and the AdS/CFT
correspondence, and discuss their implications for the information paradox. Finally,
in chapter 7, we discuss the recent progress on the paradox. We start the chapter by
explaining the concepts of holographic entanglement entropy and state the conjectured
formulas that include the effects of quantum gravity. We show qualitatively how these
formulas give the Page curve for the entropy of both the black hole and the Hawking
radiation. Then we perform the replica trick on the Schwarzschild black hole and use
it to derive the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy again. We end the chapter by providing
general arguments for the replica wormhole derivation of the Page curve, motivated by
the replica trick on the Schwarzschild black hole. We summarize and discuss in chapter
8.

All calculations are done in units where ~ = c = G = kB = 1. We use the Lorentzian
metric signature (−,+,+,+).
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 Unitarity and Entropy

The name ‘black hole information paradox’ is slightly misleading; the paradox is strictly
speaking about unitarity. In order to conserve probability, a quantum mechanical state
|Ψ(t)〉 must evolve in time by a unitary operator Û(t, t0):

|Ψ(t)〉 = Û(t, t0) |Ψ(t0)〉 . (1.1)

The requirement Û † = Û−1 ensures that an initially normalized state remains normalized
at all times. Likewise, the time evolution of a density operator will be given by a unitary
transformation

ρ(t) = Û(t, t0)ρ(t0)Û †(t, t0). (1.2)

A pure quantum state will remain pure under unitary time evolution. If a pure state
somehow evolved into a mixed state, unitarity would be broken and we would say that
‘quantum information is lost’. It is in this sense we talk about ‘information’ in the black
hole information paradox.

In order to describe what the black hole information paradox is about, we must first
make a distinction between two different kinds of entropy that we will use. The simplest
to describe is the von Neumann entropy, which is given in terms of the density matrix ρ
by

SvN = −Tr(ρ log ρ). (1.3)

The von Neumann entropy measures the purity of the system, with SvN = 0 for a pure
state and SvN > 0 otherwise. An important property is that it is invariant under unitary
time evolution.

If we have a quantum system composed of two parts A and B, we can define the
density matrix of subsystem A by taking the partial trace with respect to subsystem B:

ρA = TrB(ρ). (1.4)

The von Neumann entropy of subsystem A is then computed by inserting ρA in (1.3).
Note that the system can be in a pure state with SvN(A∪B) = 0 and still have entropy
in the subsystems due to entanglement between them, giving them an equal entropy:
SvN(A) = SvN(B).

We often refer to the von Neumann entropy as the fine-grained entropy. This is in
contrast with the other notion of entropy we will consider, which is the coarse-grained
entropy. This entropy arises when we choose a subset of observables {Ai} (i = 1, . . . , N)
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Chapter 1. Preliminaries

to describe the system of density matrix ρ. That is, the system is described by specifying

〈Ai〉 ≡ Tr(Aiρ), i = 1, . . . , N. (1.5)

We define the coarse-grained entropy as [21, 22]

Scoarse ({Ai}, ρ) ≡ −Tr (ρ̃ log ρ̃) , (1.6)

where ρ̃ is an effective density matrix that maximizes this quantity subject to the
constraint

〈Ai〉 ≡ Tr (ρ̃Ai) = Tr (ρAi) . (1.7)

While the von Neumann entropy is invariant under unitary time evolution, the coarse-
grained entropy is not. Instead, it satisfies the second law of thermodynamics,

∆Scoarse ≥ 0. (1.8)

A simple example of coarse-grained entropy is the ordinary entropy of thermodynamics,
where the Ai are chosen to be a few observables such as energy and volume. Then the
thermodynamic entropy is obtained by maximizing the von Neumann entropy among all
states with that energy and volume.

A consequence of our definitions is that the fine-grained entropy must be smaller or
equal to the coarse-grained entropy,

SvN(ρ) ≤ Scoarse(ρ). (1.9)

Later we will see that black holes seem to break this inequality. This is what we will
refer to as the black hole information paradox.

1.2 General Relativity

In this section, we will present concepts in general relativity that will be important
throughout the thesis. We will do so following Carroll [23] unless otherwise stated.

1.2.1 Causality

We are often interested in casting physical questions as initial-value problems: Given
the state of a system at some moment of time, what will be the state some time later?
We can give definite answers to such questions because of causality, the idea that future
events can be understood as consequences of initial conditions plus the laws of physics.
General relativity allows for spacetimes with very different causal structures from those
of flat spacetime, introducing ways in which an initial-value formulation could break
down. This will be important when we study black holes. Therefore, we give a brief
introduction to how causality is understood in general relativity.

Assume that we have a fixed background metric of a manifoldM on which we evolve
some matter fields. The guiding principle to discuss causality is the fact that any particle
propagates at a speed limited by the speed of light. Since we use units in which c = 1,
this can be stated as the restriction on a particle to propagate within its lightcone defined
by dx/dt = ±1, as shown in figure 1.1. More formally, we say that the particle must
follow a causal curve, defined to be a curve that is timelike or null everywhere.

A subset S ⊂M is called achronal if no two points in S are connected by a timelike
curve. Given a closed achronal set S, we define the future domain of dependence of
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1.2. General Relativity

x

t

S

D+(S)

D−(S)

Figure 1.1: The lightcone (left) is defined by dx/dt = ±1. The trajectory of a particle is restricted
to stay within its lightcone, as illustrated by the causal curve through the centre of the lightcone.
The domain of dependence of an achronal region S (right) is the part of the spacetime we can
predict using initial conditions on S.

S, denoted D+(S), as the set of all points p such that every past-moving causal curve
through pmust intersect S. The past domain of dependence D−(S) is defined accordingly
by replacing future with past. We define the boundaries of D+(S) and D−(S) as the
future and past Cauchy horizons H+(S) and H−(S), respectively. Finally, we define the
complete domain of dependence as D(S) = D+(S)∪D−(S). The domain of dependence
for an achronal region S is illustrated in figure 1.1. Given initial conditions on S, we
can predict what happens throughout the domain of dependence D(S).

A closed achronal surface S is said to be a Cauchy surface if the domain of dependence
D(S) is the entire manifold. In that case, we can predict what happens throughout the
entire manifold using initial conditions on S, and we refer to the manifold as globally
hyperbolic. A spacetime is not always hyperbolic: We will see that the spacetime of
a black hole that forms from collapse and evaporates is an example where there is no
Cauchy surface.

1.2.2 Black Holes

Birkhoff’s theorem states that the Schwarzschild metric is the unique spherically
symmetric solution for the vacuum field equations Rµν = 0. In spherical coordinates
{t, r, θ, φ} it is given by

ds2 = −
(

1− rs
r

)
dt2 +

(
1− rs

r

)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2, (1.10)

where rs = 2M is the Schwarzschild radius, M is the mass of the spherical source of
energy-momentum, and dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2. The metric may appear to be singular
at r = 0 and r = rs. The origin is a true physical singularity; one can show that
RµνρσRµνρσ = 48G2M2/r6, which diverges at r = 0. The Schwarzschild radius r = rs,
however, is not a physical singularity. It is only a result of our coordinate choices.
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t = constant

r = constant

singularity r =
0

ho
riz
on
r
=
2G
M

ho
riz
on
r
=
2G
M

t = constant

r = constant

t = 0

t
=

0
r = 2GM
t = +∞

}

r = 2GM
t = −∞

}

{
r = 2GM
t = −∞

{
r = 2GM
t = +∞

R

T

Figure 1.2: Kruskal diagram of the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution. Based on Tikz
code by [24].

A more suitable coordinate system is the Kruskal coordinates {T,R, θ, φ}, in which
the metric takes the form

ds2 = 32M3

r
e−r/rs(−dT 2 + dR2) + r2dΩ2, (1.11)

where r is defined implicitly from

T 2 −R2 =
(

1− r

rs

)
er/rs . (1.12)

These coordinates have many nice properties. The radial null curves appear as they do
in flat spacetime:

T = ±R+ constant. (1.13)

There is an event horizon located at T = ±R, which corresponds to r = rs in spherical
coordinates. More generally, we can consider the surfaces r = constant. From (1.12) we
have that these satisfy

T 2 −R2 = constant, (1.14)

which means that they appear as hyperbolae in the R-T plane. The surfaces of constant
t are given by

T

R
= tanh

(
t

2rs

)
, (1.15)

which define straight lines through the origin with slope tanh(t/2rs). Note in particular
that the surface t = ±∞ represents the same surface as r = rs.

We allow the T and R values to range over every value they can without hitting the
singularity at r = 0. This corresponds to allowing the ranges R ∈ [−∞,∞], T 2 < R2 +1,
giving the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution; the Kruskal coordinates cover
the entire manifold described by the Schwarzschild solution. We can draw a spacetime
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1.2. General Relativity

future singularity r = 0

past singularity r = 0

anti-horizon
r
=
2G
M

anti-horizon
r
=
2G
M

ho
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on
r
=
2G
M

ho
riz
on
r
=
2G
M

III I

II

IV

i0 i0

i−

i+

i−

i+

I −

I + I +

I −

Figure 1.3: Penrose diagram of the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution. Based on Tikz
code by [24].

diagram in the T -R plane, suppressing the angular coordinates θ and φ, as shown in
figure 1.2. This diagram is referred to as the Kruskal diagram.

We can get a very useful description of the causality of the spacetime if we collapse
the coordinate ranges to a finite region and construct its Penrose diagram. Doing this
on the Kruskal coordinates, one finds the Penrose diagram of figure 1.3.

Here i− and i+ are past and future timelike infinity, respectively, and i0 is spatial
infinity. I − and I + are past and future null infinity, respectively. The spacetime
contains two asymptotically flat regions I and III. These two regions are connected by
an Einstein-Rosen bridge, also referred to as a wormhole. Note that the wormhole is not
traversable: Looking at the Penrose diagram, we see that a particle propagating on a
timelike or spacelike trajectory in one of these two regions cannot reach the other region.
Region II is a region from which no timelike or null geodesic can reach infinity. This
is the black hole. Any particle in this region is destined to hit the future singularity.
Region IV is in the causal past of both asymptotically flat regions. It is a region from
which particles can reach the asymptotically flat regions, but which cannot be reached
from the asymptotically flat regions. This is a white hole, the opposite of a black hole.

While the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution is a truly interesting spacetime,
it is a highly idealized one that we do not expect to see in the real universe. It requires a
spherically symmetric spacetime in which no energy-momentum is present and describes
a black hole that has always and will always exist; for this reason it is often referred to
as the ‘eternal black hole’.

The presence of energy-momentum will dramatically change the global picture.
Birkhoff’s theorem implies only that the spacetime region outside the spherical source
of energy-momentum is described by the Schwarzschild metric. The only requirement
on the source of energy-momentum is that it is spherically symmetric. In particular, the
source does not have to be static; it could be a collapsing star, as long as the collapse is
spherically symmetric. The Penrose diagram of a black hole formed from stellar collapse
is shown in figure 1.4. The future event horizon and the singularity are still present, but
regions III and IV have been removed completely from the spacetime.
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r = 0

r = 0

I −

I +

i−

i0

i+

Figure 1.4: Penrose diagram of a Schwarzschild black hole that forms from collapse. The dark
region is the collapsing star. The dashed line is the event horizon.

The singularity at r = 0 is a place where the classical concept of spacetime as
a manifold with a pseudo-Riemannian metric breaks down. Since all known laws of
physics are formulated on a classical spacetime background, they will all break down
at the singularity. One could hope that the singularity in the Schwarzschild solution
is only a result of its spherical symmetry; this is in fact what many believed for a
long time. That was until Penrose and Hawking proved their singularity theorems
[25, 26, 27, 28]. The theorems can roughly be described as saying that given a high
enough concentration of mass, a spacetime singularity is inevitable provided that general
relativity is correct and that the energy-momentum tensor of matter satisfies a certain
positive-definite inequality.

In classical general relativity, one can take solace in the idea that singularities are
hidden behind event horizons and are therefore unavailable to an outside observer. This
idea is referred to as the cosmic censorship conjecture. It has not been proven and is
therefore only a conjecture. Several attempts have been made to disprove it, however,
with none of them succeeding in the context of classical general relativity. This means
that you should not fear encountering a naked singularity in your daily life; that is, a
singularity from which signals can reach I +.

A consequence of cosmic censorship is that classical black holes cannot shrink. More
precisely, the surface area A of the event horizon cannot decrease. This is Hawking’s
area theorem [7]:

dA
dt ≥ 0. (1.16)

The black holes we refer to in the singularity theorems and the area theorem are more
general than that of the Schwarzschild solution. A general definition of a black hole in
asymptotically flat spacetime is the following [29]:
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1.2. General Relativity

A black hole B in an asymptotically flat spacetimeM is the set of events that do
not belong to the causal past of the future null infinity J−(I +), namely

B =M− J−(I +) 6= ∅. (1.17)

The event horizon is the boundary of the region B.

One would naïvely expect that moving beyond spherical symmetry would allow for
a rich variety of stationary black hole solutions. This turns out not be the case: All
stationary black hole solutions can be described by a small number of parameters.
The specific parameters depend on which matter fields we include in our theory; if
electromagnetism is the only long-range nongravitational field, as it is in the standard
model, we have a no-hair theorem:

Stationary, asymptotically flat black hole solutions to general relativity coupled
to electromagnetism that are nonsingular outside the event horizon are fully
characterized by the parameters of mass M , electric charge Q and angular
momentum J .

Stationary black holes are the end states of gravitational collapse and can be seen
as equilibrium states. For perturbations away from equilibrium, the change in mass is
related to to the change of area, electric charge and angular momentum by

dM = κ

8πdA+ ΩdJ + ΦdΩ, (1.18)

where κ is the surface gravity, A the surface area, Ω the surface angular velocity and Φ
the surface electric potential [30].

1.2.3 Black Hole Thermodynamics

Some of the black hole properties we have mentioned are very reminiscent of the laws of
thermodynamics. This sparked the idea that black holes can be thought of as analogous
to thermodynamic systems, and that stationary black holes are the equilibrium states
of those systems.

Bardeen, Carter and Hawking formulated these properties as ‘the four laws of black
hole mechanics’, which correspond to the four laws of thermodynamics [30]. They can
be stated as follows:

• The zeroth law states that the horizon has a constant surface gravity κ for a
stationary black hole.

• The first law states that for perturbations of stationary black holes, the change
in mass satisfies (1.18).

• The second law states that the horizon area is a non-decreasing function of time,
as stated by Hawking’s area theorem (1.16).

• The third law states that it is not possible, no matter how idealized, to reduce
κ to zero by any finite sequence of operations.

11



Chapter 1. Preliminaries

Then the correspondence with the thermodynamic variables of energy E, entropy S and
temperature T can be stated as

E ↔M

S ↔ λA

T ↔ κ/8πλ, (1.19)

where λ is some unknown positive constant.
Bekenstein [8] went on to suggest that the correspondence between black holes and

thermodynamics is more than an analogy: Black holes are thermodynamic systems in
which the temperature and entropy are given by (1.19). The suggestion was motivated
by considering the change in entropy as seen by an outside observer when matter with
some entropy falls into a black hole: The outside observer would no longer have access
to to this matter, and the entropy of the universe would therefore appear to decrease,
breaking the second law. That is, unless we make the identification S = λA as the
entropy of the black hole. Then we would say that the black hole contributes to the
entropy, and we would have a generalized entropy:

S = λA+ S(matter), (1.20)

where S(matter) is the entropy of matter outside the black hole.
However, Hawking pointed out that the analogy breaks down when we try to bring

the black hole into thermal contact with another system. By definition, nothing can
escape from a black hole. Therefore we have no way of achieving heat flow from a black
hole to another system. Thus we would be able to break the generalized second law by
for example immersing the black hole in black body radiation with lower temperature
than that of the black hole.

That is if we consider purely classical general relativity. Hawking [1, 2] wanted to
confirm that black hole thermodynamics was only an analogy and that Bekenstein’s
interpretation was wrong even if quantum effects were included. But the result was the
opposite: Hawking discovered that black holes do emit radiation, allowing black holes to
be put in thermal contact with other systems. The radiation from black holes is known
as Hawking radiation. Thus he ended up completing Bekenstein’s interpretation of black
holes as thermodynamic systems. Furthermore, he found that the emitted radiation is
exactly thermal and has temperature

T = κ

2π = 1
8πM . (1.21)

This fixed the arbitrary constant in the entropy to λ = 1/4, leaving us with the
generalized entropy

S = SBH + S(matter), (1.22)

where
SBH = A

4 (1.23)

is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.

1.3 The Problem of Quantum Gravity

In this section, we discuss the problem of quantum gravity following Wald [31].
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1.3. The Problem of Quantum Gravity

It is well established that general relativity is not the complete theory of gravity. The
singularity theorems provide internal evidence that the theory is somehow incomplete.
More suggestive is the fact that general relativity is a purely classical theory, while it
is generally believed that physics is described on a fundamental level by the principles
of quantum theory. It is therefore expected that general relativity is only a classical
approximation to a truly fundamental theory of gravity.

Classical descriptions of ordinary matter are usually excellent approximations for
describing phenomena which occur on macroscopic scales. This description breaks down
on atomic and smaller scales. The scale at which this breakdown happens is determined
by the masses and charges of the fundamental particles, and the two fundamental
constants which enter the theory, namely the speed of light c and Planck’s constant
~. Similarly, it is expected that in a quantum theory of gravity, the fundamental scale at
which the classical description of general relativity breaks down is set by the fundamental
constants of the theory, which are c, ~ and the gravitational constant G. Using these
three constants, one can define a characteristic length scale lP ≡

√
G~/c3 ∼ 10−35 m

referred to as the Planck length. It is expected that the classical concept of spacetime
breaks down at length scales shorter than the Planck length, or time scales shorter than
the Planck time tP ≡ lP /c ∼ 10−43 s, equivalently. The characteristic energy at this
scale is the Planck energy EP ≡ ~/tP ∼ 1016 TeV.

Theorists have been searching for a quantum theory of gravity for a long time without
convincing success. The difficulty compared to quantizing other classical field theories
lies in the dual role played by the metric gµν as both the quantity which describes the
dynamical aspects of gravity and the quantity which describes the background spacetime
structure. Therefore, it appears that in order to quantize the dynamical degrees of
freedom of the gravitational field, one must also give a quantum mechanical description
of spacetime. This has no analogue in other quantum field theories, which are formulated
on a classically treated, fixed background spacetime.

One could imagine that these difficulties tell us that the principles of quantum theory
do not apply to gravity, and general relativity is correct at the fundamental level. But
Einstein’s field equations

Gµν = 8πTµν (1.24)

tell us that the spacetime geometry is coupled to the matter sources. If the matter sources
are described by a quantum theory, the geometry should also be quantized. To see this,
let us assume that the opposite was true and we could describe the spacetime structure
by a classical spacetime manifold M with metric gµν . The most natural candidate
for a version of Einstein’s equations where the matter content is described quantum
mechanically would be the semiclassical Einstein equations

Gµν = 8π〈T̂µν〉, (1.25)

where 〈T̂µν〉 denotes the expectation value of the stress-energy operator T̂µν in a given
quantum state. Now imagine a state of matter where, with probability 1/2, the matter is
located in a certain region A of spacetime and with probability 1/2 the matter is located
in a region B disjoint from A. Equation (1.25) tells us that the gravitational field will
behave as if half the matter is in A and the other half is in B. If we now measure the
location of the matter, we will find it to be either in A or B. If (1.25) continues to hold
after the measurement, the gravitational field must change in a discontinuous, acausal
manner, in conflict with the principles of relativity. We could avoid these difficulties only
by quantizing the gravitational field, such that it initially has probability 1/2 of having
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the gravitational field configuration corresponding to matter in A and probability 1/2
of having the field corresponding to matter in B.

Although we lack a complete theory of quantum gravity, there are plenty of
approaches under development, such as string theory and loop quantum gravity, in which
there has been significant progress. However, all approaches share the common problem
that we currently have no way of putting quantum gravity predictions to experimental
tests: The Planck energy EP ∼ 1016 TeV is far beyond the maximum collision energy at
the Large Hadron Collider, which is ∼ 10 TeV [32].

This makes the black hole information paradox very interesting for theorists wanting
to study quantum gravity. It provides an explicit example where gravity and quantum
mechanics conflict, thus acting as replacement for the lacking experimental data. The
hope is that solving the paradox must provide insights into quantum gravity. This
approach of finding apparent paradoxes between established theories and using them to
develop new and more general theories has historically been successful. A good example
is Einstein’s discovery of the special theory of relativity as a solution to the conflict
between the prediction of classical electromagnetism that the speed of light is the same
in all inertial reference frames, and the Galilean principle of relative motion in Newtonian
mechanics.

We will not go into the vast subjects of string theory and loop quantum gravity in
this thesis. We will rather restrict our attention to the simpler path integral approach
to quantum gravity, in which transition amplitudes are calculated directly from a sum
over histories of possible spacetime geometries. This approach will be presented in
chapter 3. The gravitational path integral has the advantage that the classical limit is
easily obtained by extremizing the action; we shall apply it in this limit only. One can
expect to obtain some effects of quantum gravity in the classical limit, just like we in
some circumstances are able to reliably calculate the spontaneous creation of electron-
positron pairs in a strong electric field using a classical treatment of the electromagnetic
field. In fact, Hawking was able to derive the effect of Hawking radiation through the
even simpler approach of quantum field theory in curved spacetime, in which quantum
fields are treated on a fixed spacetime background. This approach will be presented in
chapter 2.
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Chapter 2

Hawking Radiation

Hawking incorporated quantum effects to the black hole spacetime by considering
quantum field theory (QFT) in curved spacetime. His calculation was performed on
the spacetime background of a Schwarzschild black hole formed from collapse. In this
chapter, we will give a brief and general introduction to QFT in curved spacetime and
use it to motivate the Hawking effect, following Carroll [23]. The actual calculations by
Hawking are quite long and technical, so we will not present them here. For readers
interested in a more detailed introduction, we suggest the original papers by Hawking
[1, 2] and the textbook by Birrell and Davies [33].

2.1 Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime

The idea behind QFT in curved spacetime is to treat quantum field theory on the fixed
background of a general spacetime manifold. This means that one does not consider
the influence of the quantum fields on the background. We can go from standard QFT
to QFT in curved spacetime by the usual procedure in general relativity of minimal
coupling. The Lagrangian density of a scalar field φ(t, ~x) with mass m can then be
written as1

L = −1
2
√
−g

(
gµν∇µφ∇νφ+m2φ2

)
. (2.1)

The equation of motion is the Klein-Gordon equation:(
�−m2

)
φ = 0, (2.2)

where � ≡ gµν∇µ∇ν . Now we want to write down the solution to this by writing down
a complete, orthonormal set of modes in terms of which any solution may be expressed.
To give a clear meaning to orthonormal modes we must define an inner product on the
space of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. We define the inner product as

(φ1, φ2) = −i
∫

Σ
(φ1∇µφ∗2 − φ∗2∇µφ1)nµ√γd3x, (2.3)

where Σ is a spacelike hypersurface with induced metric γij and unit normal vector nµ.
The inner product is independent of the choice of Σ.

1More generally, one can consider a coupling term between the scalar field and the curvature scalar
R, given by −ξRφ2 for some constant ξ. We will not be needing this coupling for our purposes, so we
simply set ξ = 0.
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Chapter 2. Hawking Radiation

In ordinary QFT we would now simply go ahead and introduce a set of positive-
and negative-frequency modes forming a complete basis for solutions to the Klein-
Gordon equation. This time, however, there will not in general be any timelike Killing
vector. This means that we will not in general be able to separate the solutions into
time-dependent and space-dependent factors and cannot classify modes as positive- or
negative-frequency. We can still find a set of basis modes, but there will be many such
sets with no way of preferring one over another. The notion of a vacuum or a number
operator will depend on which set we choose. This is a very important property of QFT
in curved spacetime and, as we will see, is the key to the Hawking effect.

Consider a spatial hypersurface S which is a Cauchy surface. Let fi(xµ) denote an
orthonormal complete set of positive frequency modes on S that solve the Klein-Gordon
equation and has conjugate modes f∗i (xµ),

(fi, fj) = δij , (f∗i , f∗j ) = −δij , (fi, f∗j ) = 0. (2.4)

We expand the fields in terms of the modes as

φ(xµ) =
∑
i

(
âifi(xµ) + â†if

∗
i (xµ)

)
, (2.5)

and quantize the field by imposing commutation relations

[âi, âj ] = 0, [â†i , â
†
j ] = 0, [âi, â†j ] = δij . (2.6)

We define the vacuum state |0f 〉 for this set of modes as the state that is annihilated by
all the annihilation operators,

âi |0f 〉 = 0 for all i. (2.7)

From the vacuum state, we can define an entire Fock basis H(fi) for the Hilbert space.
We can create any state by applying the creation operator â†i ,

|ni〉 = 1√
ni!

(
a†i

)
|0f 〉 , (2.8)

and define the number operator for each mode as

n̂fi = â†i âi. (2.9)

As we said, the choice of basis modes is not unique. We could have defined another
set gi(xµ) with creation and annihilation operators b̂i and b̂†i for which the exact same
relations hold. In particular, this other set of modes will have its own vacuum state
|0g〉 and number operator n̂gi. Since {fi} serves as a complete set of solutions to the
Klein-Gordon equation, we can write gi as a linear combination of these and vice versa:

gi =
∑
j

(
αijfj + βijf

∗
j

)
,

fi =
∑
j

(
α∗jigj − βjig∗j

)
, (2.10)

where αij = (gi, fj) and βij = −(gi, f∗j ) are the Bogolubov coefficients. The Bogolubov
coefficients can also be used to transform between the creation and annihilation
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operators:

âi =
∑
j

(
αjib̂j + β∗jib̂

†
j

)
,

b̂i =
∑
j

(
α∗ij âj − β∗ij â

†
j

)
. (2.11)

Now imagine that we have a system in the f -vacuum |0〉f in which no f -particles will
be observed. We can find out how many particles will be observed by an observer using
the g-modes by calculating the expectation value of the number operator n̂gi. Using the
Bogolubov transformations to write the b̂ operators in terms of the â operators, we find

〈0f | n̂gi |0f 〉 =
∑
j

|βij |2. (2.12)

This is generally non-zero. Thus we have that what looks like empty vacuum to one
observer will contain particles to another observer. The vacuum state of each observer is
defined according to how they divide between positive- and negative-frequency modes,
which in turn is given by the proper time along their trajectory. An observer with proper
time τ will define positive frequency modes to obey

D

dτ
fi = −iωfi, (2.13)

where D
dτ = dxµ

dτ ∇µ is the directional covariant derivative. Using these modes we can
calculate how many particles the observer will see.

2.1.1 Application to Black Holes

Let us now apply these ideas to the Schwarzschild black hole. Consider first the eternal
black hole with the Penrose diagram of figure 1.3. We place two different observers in
the spacetime. Let us name them Alice and Bob. Alice is a static observer outside the
event horizon who measures time t and decomposes φ in modes fi, f∗i with creation-
and annihilation operators â†i , âi. Bob is an in-falling observer who measures time τ and
uses modes gi, g∗i with creation- and annihilation operators b̂†i , b̂i.

Now, similar to the procedure of regular QFT with interactions, we will define some
in- and out-states. These states are defined to be in the vacuum state of a chosen observer
in the remote past or future. We must choose a vacuum state such that the renormalized
stress-energy tensor is well-defined and nonsingular. For the eternal Schwarzschild black
hole the unique vacuum state that satisfies this is the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. The
Hartle-Hawking vacuum is defined by letting Bob’s in- and outgoing modes be in the
vacuum. Therefore Bob will observe no particles. Alice, on the other hand, will observe
particles. Doing the Bogolubov transformations, one would find that Alice placed at
I + will observe a number density

〈n̂ω〉 = Γ(ω)
e2πω/κ ± 1

, (2.14)

where ω is the frequency of the fi mode and κ is the surface gravity of the black hole.
Γ(ω) is a greybody factor that arises because of the backscattering of the particles that
do not get past the potential well of the black hole. This is the exact number density
one would expect from thermal radiation of temperature

T = κ

2π = 1
8πM . (2.15)
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The Hartle-Hawking vacuum also contains an equal flux of thermal radiation from I −

toward the black hole as seen by Alice. Thus the Hartle-Hawking vacuum describes a
black hole in thermal equilibrium with its environment, as it should be if it is to describe
an eternal black hole.

To describe the more realistic black hole of figure 1.4 that forms from collapse we
can use the Unruh vacuum. This is defined by letting the ingoing modes be in Alice’s
vacuum state and letting the outgoing modes be in Bob’s. In this state, Alice will
observe outgoing particles with the thermal spectrum (2.14). However, there will not be
an ingoing flux from I − as there is in the eternal black hole. In fact, this vacuum gives
a singular energy-momentum tensor at the past horizon H−. This does not concern us
since we define it on the spacetime background of a black hole formed from collapse, in
which there is no past horizon.

We could generalize the procedure to consider more general fields describing any
particle species.2 The result would be the same: The black hole emits thermal radiation,
which in general is described by the thermal density matrix [3, 34]

ρmn = δmn
Γn(ex ∓ 1)±1

(ex ∓ 1± Γ)n±1 , (2.16)

where the upper sign is for bosons, which can have any nonnegative integer number of
quanta, and the lower sign is for fermions, which can only have n = 0 or n = 1. Γ is
the transmission coefficient of the hole to the particle of species s and rest mass µ in a
mode of energy x ≡ Tω, helicity p, and angular momentum (l,m). This is the Hawking
effect: An observer at infinity will see the black hole emitting thermal radiation, with
temperature given by (1.21) for the Schwarzschild black hole.

One can get a qualitative understanding of where Hawking radiation comes from
by thinking of the pair production of virtual particles in the vacuum close to the event
horizon, one of them with negative energy and the other with positive energy with
respect to the timelike Killing vector at infinity. The negative energy particle is of
course forbidden, but if it tunnels through the event horizon, it will reach a region
where the Killing vector which represents time translations is spacelike. This means
the particle can exist as a real particle with a timelike momentum vector even though
its energy relative to infinity is negative. Beyond the event horizon, the particle will
keep on falling inwards. The positive energy particle, on the other hand, can escape to
infinity and will constitute what the outside observer sees as Hawking radiation. This
radiation will be described by a density matrix because the particle pair is entangled.
This picture is helpful, but it should not be taken too seriously. The real argument
behind the Hawking effect is the calculations we have discussed.

2.1.2 Black Hole Evaporation

Hawking’s calculations were performed on a fixed background metric. However, we have
seen that the Hawking effect leads to a flux of thermal radiation being emitted from the
black hole. Thus, by conservation of energy, we would expect the black hole to lose mass
as it radiates, changing the background metric. This is called the backreaction. In order
to calculate the backreaction exactly we would have to solve the semiclassical Einstein
equation (1.25). We restate it here for convenience:

Gµν = 8π〈Tµν〉, (2.17)
2We could also allow the black hole to have angular momentum J and electric charge Q and would

still get thermal radiation. Then x would also depend on J and Q.
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where the expected energy tensor 〈Tµν〉 gives a semiclassical description of the energy
properties of the quantum fields. Unfortunately, this equation has never been solved
for a number of reasons3. However, by considering the timelike Killing vector Jµ of
the Schwarzschild spacetime and making a few justified assumptions we can get a good
approximation of how the spacetime will evolve.

The flux observed at infinity will be that of a black body that radiates at a
temperature T inversely proportional to its mass M . From the Stefan-Boltzmann law
we know that the flux emitted from a black body is proportional to AT 4, where the area
A is proportional to M2 for a black hole. Thus we have that the flux is given by

F = α

M2 , (2.18)

where α is some numerical coefficient that depends on which particle species can be
emitted at a significant rate [36]. For emission of massless particles, which holds true
for large black holes, the coefficient is α ≈ 3.7 · 10−5 [37]. Since the spacetime is static
outside of the collapsing matter, the energy current

Jµ = Kν〈Tµν〉 (2.19)

is conserved in that region. By conservation of Jµ, a negative energy flux equal in
magnitude to (2.18) must flow into the black hole. Thus it is clear that the backreaction
causes the black hole to lose mass. For a black hole whose mass is much greater than the
Planck mass, the backreaction effects will be locally small near the black hole horizon
and in the entire exterior region [35]. Then the spacetime geometry should be accurately
described by a locally Schwarzschild geometry in which the mass decreases slowly in time
in agreement with (2.18). Thus, for a large black hole, we have

dM
dt = −F = − α

M2 . (2.20)

Solving (2.20) for a black hole of initial mass M0, we obtain

M(t) = M0

(
1− t

tevap

)1/3

, (2.21)

where
tevap ≡

M3
0

3α (2.22)

is the time it takes for the black hole to completely evaporate. Note that the
approximation we used breaks down a Plank time before tevap. At this point, we cannot
continue to use the concept of a classical metric. However, the total mass left at this
point is only a Planck mass. Thus, provided the black hole does not evolve into a
negative mass naked singularity there is not much it can do except disappear altogether
[2]. We are therefore left with a spacetime that can be described by the Penrose diagram
of figure 2.1.

We should emphasize that, unlike the previous Penrose diagrams we have
encountered, this one cannot be drawn from a set of coordinate transformations. It

3The equation is difficult both in principle and in practice. There are ambiguities in the definition
of 〈Tµν〉. There is also a difficulty arising because 〈Tµν〉 contains terms of fourth order in derivatives,
whereas the classical Einstein equation is of second order. Finally, it is very difficult to calculate 〈Tµν〉,
even for highly symmetric spacetimes. For more on these difficulties, see [35].
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Figure 2.1: Penrose diagram of a Schwarzschild black hole that forms from collapse and
evaporates.

is rather a hypothetical one in which one attaches a flat Minkowski spacetime to that
of the Schwarzschild black hole from collapse which we saw in figure 1.4, motivated by
our considerations of the backreaction. In order to find the correct Penrose diagram one
would need a complete quantum gravitational description in which one could treat the
evaporation. Thus we do not have much choice but accept this diagram.

Note that this spacetime has a naked singularity at the moment when the black
hole completely evaporates, shown as X in the Penrose diagram. The naked singularity
prevents us from defining a spacelike hypersurface that serves as a Cauchy surface.
Therefore the spacetime of an evaporating black hole is not globally hyperbolic.

Hilbert Space of a Partial Cauchy Surface

Recall that global hyperbolicity was a requirement if we were to make predictions over
the entire spacetime. This was made explicit when we defined the modes fi with which
we solved the Klein-Gordon equation, as the modes were defined on a Cauchy surface.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to do QFT on this spacetime background. Following
[38], we can extend QFT in curved spacetime to partial Cauchy surfaces, which are
defined as Cauchy surfaces for a given domain of dependence. An arbitrary spacelike
hypersurface Σ is therefore a partial Cauchy surface for its domain of dependence D(Σ).
Then we can go ahead and repeat the exact same procedure of writing solutions to the
Klein-Gordon equation with the only difference being that we now define modes fi on
the partial Cauchy surfaces. In this way, we can construct a Fock basis for the Hilbert
space Hf (Σ) on D(Σ). Given any two sets of modes f , f ′, complete on hypersurfaces Σ,
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Σ′, respectively, we say the Hilbert spaces are physically equivalent,

Hf (Σ) ∼ Hf ′(Σ′) (2.23)

whenever the domains of dependence are equal, D(Σ) = D(Σ′). It is important to note
that we expect unitary transformations between semiclassical Hilbert spaces only when
they are physically equivalent.

2.2 Breakdown of Predictability

To summarize, Hawking’s calculations show that a black hole emits thermal radiation
described by the density matrix (2.16) for an observer at infinity, and it will evaporate
as it does so. The spacetime left after evaporation is flat and contains only the
thermal radiation. If the black hole formed from a pure state, the process of black hole
evaporation is pure-to-mixed and therefore non-unitary. Thus we have that information
is lost and an outside observer at late times cannot postdict the state from which
the black hole formed. This led Hawking to suggest in his 1976 paper ‘Breakdown
of Predictability in Gravitational Collapse’ [3] that gravity introduces a new level of
uncertainty or randomness into physics over and above the uncertainty usually associated
with quantum mechanics. Hawking concluded his paper by referring to the famous ‘God
does not play dice’ quote by Einstein, to which he replies: ‘God does not only play dice,
He sometimes throws the dice where they cannot be seen.’

Hawking’s argument that black hole evaporation is non-unitary is popularly referred
to as the black hole information paradox. In such settings, the non-unitarity is
often claimed to be paradoxical because ‘quantum mechanics postulates unitary time
evolution, so non-unitarity is incompatible with quantum mechanics’. This is not a valid
argument against Hawking’s claim: We have seen that unitary transformation between
semiclassical Hilbert spaces is only expected when they are physically equivalent. The
Hilbert spaces of partial Cauchy slices that extend from r = 0 to infinity before and
after evaporation are not equivalent, as can be seen in figure 2.2. In fact, Hawking never
claimed there to be anything paradoxical about this non-unitarity in his paper.

However, we will see that there is something deeply puzzling and paradoxical
about black hole information loss. This will become apparent when we try to answer
where the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy comes from. The entropies we know from
thermodynamics originate from statistical mechanics, in which the entropy counts the
number of microstates for a given macrostate. Therefore, we expect that given a theory of
quantum gravity we should be able to derive the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy through
some counting of microstates. This turns out to be possible in several approaches to
quantum gravity. We will present such a derivation using the path integral approach to
quantum gravity, which we will develop in the next chapter.
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Σ1

Σ2

Figure 2.2: Domains of dependence of partial Cauchy slices that extend from r = 0 to infinity
before (Σ1) and after (Σ2) evaporation. D(Σ1) is marked in blue and D(Σ2) in green. The
domains of dependence are split by a Cauchy horizon due to the naked singularity present at
the moment of complete evaporation. This makes their corresponding Hilbert spaces physically
inequivalent and we therefore cannot expect unitary evolution.
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Chapter 3

Path Integrals

In this chapter, we present useful tools from the path integral approach to quantum
field theory and develop the gravitational path integral, which we will use to derive the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in chapter 5.

3.1 Quantum Mechanics

The path integral formulation is an approach to quantum mechanics in which observables
are expressed directly as integrals over classical trajectories between the initial and final
configuration of a system. Before we define the path integral, we recap some basic
quantum mechanics. States |ψ(t)〉 in the Schrödinger picture evolve in time under the
Schrödinger equation,

i
d
dt |ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |ψ(t)〉 , (3.1)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator. Operators do not evolve in time in the Schrödinger
picture. Therefore the eigenstate of the position operator x̂ is time independent:
x̂ |x〉 = x |x〉, where x is the eigenvalue. In the Heisenberg picture, it is the operators
Â(t) that evolve in time under the Heisenberg equation

i
d
dtÂ(t) = [Ĥ, Â(t)], (3.2)

while the state vectors are time dependent. Therefore the eigenstate of the position
operator x̂ is time dependent: x̂(t) |x; t〉 = x(t) |x; t〉, where x(t) is the eigenvalue. The
position operator and eigenstate are related to those in the Schrödinger picture as

x̂(t) = eiĤtx̂e−iĤt, |x; t〉 = eiĤt |x〉 . (3.3)

The transition amplitude from an initial state |xi; ti〉 at time ti to a final state at |xf ; tf 〉
at time tf is given by their overlap 〈xf ; tf |xi; ti〉 in the Heisenberg picture. If we translate
to the Schrödinger picture, we get

〈xf ; tf |xi; ti〉 = 〈xf | e−iĤ(tf−ti) |xi〉 . (3.4)

This transition amplitude can alternatively be calculated by the path integral, which
results from splitting the time interval to many small intervals and inserting complete
bases. The path integral is given by

〈xf | e−iĤ(tf−ti) |xi〉 =
∫ x(tf )=xf

x(ti)=xi
D[x(t)]eiIL[x(t)], (3.5)
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where IL[x(t)] =
∫ tf
ti dtL(x, ẋ) is the Lorentzian action, L(x, ẋ) is the Lagrangian of the

given Hamiltonian and D[x(t)] is the path integral measure [39]. The path integral is
taken over all paths x(t) that satisfy the boundary conditions x(ti) = xi, x(tf ) = xf .

It is useful to analytically continue the Lorentzian time t to Euclidean time τ by the
Wick rotation τ = it. This defines the Euclidean path integral

〈xf ; τf |xi; τi〉 = 〈xf | e−Ĥ(τf−τi) |xi〉 =
∫ x(τf )=xf

x(τi)=xi
D[x(τ)]e−IE [x(τ)], (3.6)

where IE [x(τ)] = −iIL[x(t)] is the Euclidean action. There is a close link between
the Euclidean path integral and statistical mechanics. If we set τf − τi = β, the time
evolution operator in Euclidean time becomes the thermal density matrix e−βĤ . If we
also set xf = xi = x′ and integrate over x′, we get the trace of the thermal density
matrix, which is the thermal partition function Z(β):∫

dx′
〈
x′
∣∣ e−βĤ ∣∣x′〉 = Tr

[
e−βĤ

]
= Z(β). (3.7)

Using (3.6) we find that the thermal partition function can be written as the Euclidean
path integral

Z(β) =
∫ x(β)=x′

x(0)=x′
D[x(τ)]e−IE [x(τ)] =

∮
β
D[x(τ)]e−IE [x(τ)]. (3.8)

Thus we see that the inverse temperature β can be thought of as the Euclidean time
period of the thermal partition function. In this way, we can use Euclidean path integrals
to perform calculations in statistical mechanics, which we will find very useful throughout
this thesis. We will in particular use it to calculate the entropy through

S = (1− β∂β) logZ(β). (3.9)

3.2 Quantum Field Theory

In this section, we follow the lecture notes by Hartman [40] and the review article by
Nishioka [41].

In quantum field theory, we define the path integral using field operators φ̂(t, ~x) in
the Heisenberg picture. We define the eigenstate and eigenvalue of φ̂(t, ~x) by

φ̂(t, ~x) |φ(t, ~x)〉 = φ(t, ~x) |φ(t, ~x)〉 . (3.10)

The transition amplitude between field configurations |φ0(t0, ~x)〉 and |φ1(t1, ~x)〉 for
t1 > t0 is given by the path integral

〈φ1(t1, ~x)|φ0(t0, ~x)〉 = 〈φ1(~x)| e−iĤ(t1−t0) |φ0(~x)〉 =
∫ φ(t1)=φ1

φ(t0)=φ0
D[φ(t, ~x)]eiIE [φ(t)], (3.11)

where |φi(~x)〉 are eigenstates of the field operator φ̂(~x) in the Schrödinger picture. We
will skip writing the ~x dependence unless it is needed. As before, we switch to Euclidean
time and define the Euclidean path integral as

〈φ1(τ1)|φ0(τ0)〉 = 〈φ1| e−Ĥ(τ1−τ0) |φ0〉 =
∫ φ(τ1)=φ1

φ(τ0)=φ0
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]. (3.12)
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〈φ1(τ1)|φ0(τ0)〉 =

φ0

φ1

τ

τ0

τ1

~x

Figure 3.1: Drawing that represents (3.12).

We take the path integrals in QFT to be defined on any fixed background metric. It
will be useful for us to represent the Euclidean path integral by drawing a diagram of
the part of the spacetime we integrate over, as shown in figure 3.1. This is the integral
over an infinite strip [τ0, τ1]×Rd−1, where d is the number of spacetime dimensions.

The Euclidean path integral can be used to define a state |Ψ〉. This is achieved by
only specifying one of the boundary conditions, leaving the other open:

|Ψ(τ1)〉 = e−H(τ1−τ0) |φ0〉 =
∫ φ(τ1)=?

φ(τ0)=φ0
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]

=

τ

τ0

τ1

φ0

(3.13)

We refer to such an open boundary as a cut. |Ψ〉 is a functional that takes in a bra 〈Ω|
and returns a complex number 〈Ω|Ψ〉. It follows that a bra 〈Ω| should be given by a
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path integral with a cut in the past:

〈Ω(τ0)| = 〈φ1| e−H(τ1−τ0) =
∫ φ(τ1)=φ1

φ(τ0)=?
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]

=

τ

τ0

τ1
φ1

(3.14)

More generally, any path integral with an open cut Σ defines a quantum state on Σ.
We can also insert operators in the path integral to get a different state. We do this
simply by adding the operator Ô at the point (t, ~x) we want in the path integral. As
an example, one can add two operators Ô1 and Ô2 at separate points to (3.13) to get a
different state |Ψ′〉 as follows:

∣∣Ψ′〉 =
∫ φ(τ3)=?

φ(τ0)=φ0
D[φ(τ, ~x)]Ô1(τ1, ~x1)Ô2(τ2, ~x2)e−IE [φ(τ,~x)]

=
Ô1×

Ô2×

~x

τ

x1

τ1

x2

τ2

φ0
τ0

τ3

(3.15)

The states we define using the Euclidean path integrals are still states in the Hilbert
space of the Lorentzian theory. Consider the state |Ψ〉 of (3.13). It is defined at a
particular Lorentzian time t. We can evolve it in Lorentzian time by the Hamiltonian,
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which can be drawn as a path integral over Lorentzian time:

|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iĤt |Ψ〉

=
t

|Ψ〉
t = 0

=

t

τ

φ0

t = τ = 0
(3.16)

Note that we will always define the complex plane (t, τ) such that t and τ cross each
other at t = τ = 0, as shown in this path integral.

We can construct the ground state from the Euclidean path integral by integrating
from τ = −∞. This can be seen by expanding the state in energy eigenstates

|ψ〉 =
∑
n

an |n〉 , Ĥ |n〉 = En |n〉 . (3.17)

This gives
lim
τ→∞

e−Ĥτ |ψ〉 = lim
τ→∞

∑
n

e−Enτ |n〉 ≈ e−E0τ |0〉 (3.18)

because the term with the smallest energy E0 dominates in the limit. Thus we can write
the ground state as the path integral

|0〉 =
∫ φ(0)=?

τ=−∞
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]

=

τ

−∞

0

(3.19)
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The path integral can also be used to construct density matrices. Since a density matrix
is an operator that takes in a ket and a bra and returns a complex number, it should be
defined by a path integral with two open cuts:

ρ = 1
Z

∫ φ(τ1)=?

φ(τ0)=?
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]

= 1
Z

τ

τ0

τ1

(3.20)

Where the normalization factor Z = Tr ρ is the partition function of the density matrix.
For the vacuum density matrix ρ0 = |0〉 〈0| it is given by

Z0 = Tr [|0〉 〈0|] =
∫
D[φ0(~x)] 〈φ0|0〉 〈0|φ0〉

=
∫
D[φ0(~x)]

φ0

φ0
τ = 0

τ =∞

τ = −∞

=

τ = −∞

τ =∞

(3.21)

We see that taking the trace is equivalent to gluing |0〉 and 〈0| together; the integral
over all possible boundary conditions φ0 just says that the fields should be continuous
at τ = 0 and therefore glues the open cuts together.

The thermal density matrix ρth = e−βĤ can be expressed as a path integral over a
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Euclidean time interval β:

ρth = 1
Zth

∫ τ=β

τ=0
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]

= 1
Zth

τ

0

β

(3.22)

where its partition function Zth is given by

Zth(β) = Tr
[
e−βĤ

]
=
∫
D[φ0(τ)] 〈φ0| e−βĤ |φ0〉

=
∫
D[φ0(τ)]

φ0

φ0

β

= β

=
∮
β
D[φ(τ)]e−IE [φ(τ)]. (3.23)

We see that calculating the thermal partition function is equivalent to glueing together
the open cuts of the thermal density matrix, forming a cylinder periodic in Euclidean
time. We also note that the Euclidean path integral for the thermal partition function
in QFT is completely analogous to the quantum mechanical case (3.8).

3.3 The Replica Trick

The continuity of spacetime in QFT makes the von Neumann entropy more difficult to
calculate than it is in quantum mechanics. In this section, we will present a way around
this problem: The replica trick. We call it the replica trick because the trick is making
n replicas of the system and calculating its Rényi entropy, given by

Sn(ρ) = − 1
n− 1 log Tr ρn. (3.24)
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The Rényi entropy is a generalization of the von Neumann entropy: If we analytically
continue in n we can take the limit n→ 1 to obtain the von Neumann entropy,

SvN(ρ) = − lim
n→1

Sn(ρ) = − lim
n→1

∂n log Tr ρn. (3.25)

which is what we are going to do at the end of the calculation. We will follow the review
article by Nishioka [41] closely.

First, we go back to our diagrams of path integrals in QFT and show how we can
use path integrals to define the reduced density matrix. Consider the vacuum divided
into regions A and B with total density matrix ρ0 = |0〉 〈0|. The reduced density matrix
ρA, given by the partial trace over B, can be calculated by integrating the total density
matrix over every state φB(~x), where x ∈ B. This corresponds to writing down the path
integral we had for the vacuum partition function Z0 (3.21) while leaving two open cuts
in A at times τ = 0+ and τ = 0−:

ρ0,A = TrB |0〉 〈0| =
1
Z0

∫
D[φ0(~x ∈ B)] 〈φ0|0〉 〈0|φ0〉

= 1
Z0

∫
D[φ0(~x ∈ B)]

~x
B A B

φ0 φ0

φ0 φ0

τ = 0−
τ = 0+

= 1
Z0

~x
B A B

τ = 0−
τ = 0+

(3.26)

The elements of ρ0,A can be specified by inserting boundary conditions at the cuts:

[ρ0,A]ij =
〈
φAi

∣∣∣ ρ0,A
∣∣∣φAj 〉

= 1
Z0

~x
B A B

τ = 0−
τ = 0+

φAj

φAi

= 1
Z0

∫ τ=∞

τ=−∞
D[φ(τ, ~x)]e−IE [φ(τ)] ∏

~x∈A
δ
(
φ(0+, ~x)− φAj (~x)

)
δ
(
φ(0−, ~x)− φAi (~x)

)
.

(3.27)
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Figure 3.2: The replica manifold Mn for n = 3. The cuts are glued together in a cyclic way.
Adapted from [43].

We may then compute Tr ρn0,A for any positive integer n by making n copies of the above,
labelled by an integer k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and gluing them together cyclically along the
cuts so that φ(~x)′k = φ(~x)k+1 (and φ(~x)′n = φ(~x)1) for all ~x ∈ A. Let us name this
n-sheeted structure the replica manifold Mn and the path integral on it Zn. Then [42]

TrA(ρnA) = 1
(Z)n

φ2

φ3

φ1

φ2

φn

φ1

= Zn
(Z)n . (3.28)

The cyclic glueing together is visualized more clearly in figure 3.2. Now we can insert in
(3.25) to get

SvN(ρA) = − lim
n→1

∂n(logZn − n logZ). (3.29)

This is the replica trick; it allows us to calculate the von Neumann entropy directly from
the partition functions Z and Zn.

In most cases it is difficult to calculate Zn on the replicated manifoldMn. We can
solve this by noticing that the cyclicity of the trace makes Mn invariant under cyclic
permutations of the replicasM. We refer to this as the replica symmetry Zn. This means
that we can construct a quotient space M̂n ≡ Mn/Zn that is topologically equivalent
toM. We can draw M̂n as in figure 3.3. The quotient space will have n copies of the
matter fields living on it.

In order to representMn by M̂n we must make some minor modifications. Assume
thatM is a flat manifold that has matter fields living on it. ThenMn will also be flat
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Figure 3.3: The quotient space M̂ ≡ M/Zn is topologically equivalent to M. The zigzagged
line represents the cuts that are glued together in Mn. The black dots represent the insertion
of twist operators.

everywhere except the endpoints of the regions that are glued together. At these points
the curvature is infinite. This will affect the matter fields around these points. We can
include this property in M̂n by adding twist fields to the matter fields at the endpoints.
We will not go into much detail on twist fields here. For more on them, see [44]. The
important fact for our purposes is that the twist fields we are considering ensure that
the n copies of the matter fields still have the symmetry under cyclic permutations. We
can denote the cyclic permutation symmetry by σ and write it and its inverse as

σ : i 7→ i+ 1 mod n,

σ−1 : i+ 1 7→ i mod n. (3.30)

Then we denote the twist fields associated with σ and σ−1 as T (τ, ~x) and T̃ (τ, ~x),
respectively. Now let the spatial interval we considered in (3.28) be A = [~u,~v]. Then we
have

Zn ∝ 〈T (τ = 0, ~u)T̃ (τ = 0, ~v)〉L(n),M̂n
, (3.31)

where the subscript denotes that this correlator is evaluated in the n-copy model of the
matter fields evaluated on M̂n. If we allow the region A on which we calculate the
reduced density matrix to be a set made of N disjoint intervals [~ui, ~vi], we have

Zn ∝ 〈T (0, ~u1)T̃ (0, ~v1) · · · T (0, ~uN )T̃ (0, ~vN )〉L(n),M̂n
. (3.32)

We will not do any explicit calculations where we use the twist operators and will
therefore not use any of these equations directly. They will only be included when we
later sketch the replica wormhole derivation of the entropy of Hawking radiation. The
key fact about the twist operators we will need then is that they act as glueing together
the matter fields on the disjoint intervals [ui, vj ]. The manifold we consider then will
have some conical singularities around which we also must add twist operators. The
region around the conical singularities will therefore act as if there is an additional cut
that must be glued together with the other cuts. The reader should not worry if this
all seems rather vague at this point; it will become clearer when we get to the replica
wormholes in chapter 7.

3.4 The Gravitational Path Integral

We will now present gravitational path integrals following Hawking [45] and Hartman
[40]. In the QFT path integrals, we first fixed the spacetime manifoldM, then integrated
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over all fields defined onM. In quantum gravity, however, we must also integrate over
the geometry itself. The gravitational path integral is∫

DgDφe−IE [g,φ], (3.33)

where g denotes the metric gµν , φ denotes the matter fields and IE [g, φ] is the Euclidean
action, which is related to the Lorentzian action in the same way as before: IE [g, φ] =
−iIL[g, φ]. The action will be defined in section 3.4.1.

The gravitational path integral must be assigned a boundary condition if it is going to
have any meaning. In analogy to the QFT case, we define the thermal partition function
Z(β) as the gravitational path integral on a Euclidean manifold with the boundary
condition that Euclidean time has period β for an observer at infinity:

Z(β) =
∫
DgDφe−IE [g,φ]. (3.34)

In order to explicitly demand the boundary condition, we can specify the induced metric
at spatial infinity as that of a flat cylinder:

habdyadyb = dτ2 + r2
0dΩ2 where τ + β ∼ τ, when r0 →∞. (3.35)

The path integral is taken over all metrics of Euclidean signature (+,+,+,+) that induce
the metric hab on ∂M . A useful visualization of the gravitational path integral for the
partition function is shown in figure 3.4. The boundary condition is represented as the
flat cylinder in the right part of the figure; the path integral is the sum of all the ways
we can fill in the left part.

Z(β) = β

Figure 3.4: The gravitational path integral.

Note that in contrast to the path integral in QFT, this path integral cannot be
derived. It is a postulate. Furthermore, the expression for the gravitational path
integral is a formal expression that we cannot compute explicitly. However, we expect
the dominant contributions to come from fields which are near a metric g0 and fields
φ0 which are an extremum of the action, which means that they solve the classical field
equations. In fact, this must be the case if we are to recover classical general relativity
in the limit of macroscopic systems. Let us then expand the action in a Taylor series
about the background fields g0, φ0,

IE [g, φ] = IE [g0, φ0] + IE,2[g̃, φ̃] + higher-order terms, (3.36)

where gµν = g0µν + g̃µν , φ = φ0 + φ̃ and IE,2[g̃, φ̃] is quadratic in the perturbations g̃
and φ̃. If one ignores the higher-order terms, the path integral becomes

logZ(β) = −IE [g0, φ0] + log
∫
Dg̃Dφ̃e−IE,2[g̃,φ̃]. (3.37)

This is the semiclassical approximation of the gravitational path integral. We can regard
the first term as the contribution of the background fields to logZ. The second term is
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called the one-loop term and represents the effect of quantum fluctuations around the
background fields. In the case where all the background matter fields φ0 are zero we can
express the quadratic term as IE,2[g̃, φ̃] = IE,2[g̃] + IE,2[φ̃] and

logZ(β) = −IE [g0] + log
∫
Dφe−IE,2[φ] + log

∫
Dg̃e−IE,2[g̃]. (3.38)

Note that there can be several classical solutions g0 that satisfy the boundary condition
(3.35). We refer to each of these solutions as saddles.

3.4.1 The Gravitational Action

In this section we follow Poisson [46], building on the formalism of hypersurfaces
described in appendix A.

In order to compute the gravitational path integral we must first define the
action. Let M be an arbitrary region of the spacetime manifold, bounded by a closed
hypersurface ∂M. The Lorentzian action IL[g, φ] contains a contribution IG[g] from the
gravitational field and a contribution IM [g, φ] from the matter fields:

IL[g, φ] = IG[g] + IM [g, φ]. (3.39)

The matter action is given by

IM [g, φ] =
∫
M
L(φ, φ,α; gµν)

√
−g d4x, (3.40)

where L is the Lagrangian density. The gravitational action is usually taken to be the
Einstein-Hilbert action, which is defined as an integral over the Ricci scalar R:

IH [g] = 1
16π

∫
M
R
√
−g d4x. (3.41)

There is an issue with this definition of the gravitational action: The Ricci scalar contains
terms with second derivatives of the metric. The second derivatives show up as boundary
terms in the variation of the action. This is a nontypical feature of field theories, which
are usually formulated in terms of Lagrangians that involve dynamical variables and
their first derivatives. We usually solve this issue by setting the boundary term to zero
at infinity, which we are allowed to do when we are dealing with unbounded spacetime
manifolds. However, when calculating the gravitational path integral (3.34) we must
consider bounded spacetime manifolds in order to make sure the boundary condition
(3.35) is satisfied. We must then deal with the issue by adding a term to the action that
cancels the dependence on the second derivatives when we vary the action. The term
we need to add is called the Gibbons-Hawking-York (GHY) boundary term, and can be
written as

IB[g] = 1
8π

∮
∂M

εK|h|1/2 d3y, (3.42)

where K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of ∂M, ε is equal to +1 where ∂M is
timelike and −1 where ∂M is spacelike (it is assumed that ∂M is nowhere null), and h
is the determinant of the induced metric on ∂M. Note that we use coordinates xα in
M and yα on ∂M.

Adding the GHY boundary term is not enough to make the gravitational action well-
defined: The term diverges for asymptotically flat spacetimes. We can solve this issue
by subtracting a nondynamical term I0, defined as

I0 = 1
8π

∮
∂M

εK0|h|1/2 d3y, (3.43)
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where K0 is the extrinsic curvature of ∂M embedded in flat spacetime. This makes the
difference IB − I0 finite, solving the issue.

Now we can add the terms together to form a well-defined gravitational action for
bounded spacetime manifolds:

IG[g] = IH [g] + IB[g]− I0. (3.44)

Finally, we can write the full Euclidean action IE [g, φ] = −iIL[g, φ] (using Euclidean
time) as

IE [g, φ] = −
∫
M

(
R

16π + L
)√

g d4x− 1
8π

∮
∂M

ε (K −K0)
√
hd3y, (3.45)

where gµν and hab now have Euclidean signature.

3.4.2 The Gravitational Replica Trick

We can extend the replica trick to work for the gravitational path integral as well. This
is achieved by defining the Zn and Z in the replica trick (3.29) using the gravitational
path integral. When we prepare a reduced density matrix using the gravitational path
integral we will only specify the boundary condition; the rest is left for gravity to fill
in. This will become clearer when we apply the gravitational replica trick to Hawking
radiation in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Path Integral Derivation of Hawking
Radiation

A static observer outside a black hole observes Hawking radiation. By the equivalence
principle, such an observer is locally equvialent to a constantly accelerating observer
in flat spacetime. We therefore expect that an accelerating observer in flat spacetime
should observe thermal radiation. This is indeed the case; it is called the Unruh effect.
Since the effect involves an observer in flat spacetime, it is simpler to derive than the
Hawking effect. Once the Unruh effect is found, one can use the equivalence principle to
argue for the Hawking effect. We will therefore start by deriving the Unruh effect using
the Euclidean path integral, then argue for the Hawking effect.

4.1 Rindler Space

In this section, we follow the discussion of Rindler space given in [47, 23].
Let us consider two-dimensional flat spacetime with the Minkowski metric

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2. (4.1)

Minkowski spacetime is invariant under the boost

t 7→ t cosh γ + x sinh γ,
x 7→ t sinh γ + x cosh γ, (4.2)

where γ is the boost parameter. The transformations are generated by the Killing
vector x∂t + t∂x. The boost invariance motivates the introduction of new coordinates
(γ, ρ) related to (t, x) by

t = ρ sinh γ,
x = ρ cosh γ, (4.3)

where ρ and γ take any real value. Then, the metric takes the form

ds2 = −ρ2dγ2 + dρ2, (4.4)

This metric is referred to as the Rindler metric. The world lines with fixed values
of ρ are the trajectories of the boost transformations. An observer following these
worldlines experiences proper acceleration α = 1/ρ. These coordinates cover only the
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ξ

η

H−

H+

III I

II

IV

x

t

Figure 4.1: Rindler space. The Rindler observer is a constantly accelerating observer that follows
the blue worldlines. The causal structure of Rindler space is similar to that of the maximally
extended Schwarzschild spacetime, as can be seen in the Kruskal diagram of figure 1.2. The
Rindler observer corresponds to an observer at fixed spatial coordinates in the Schwarzschild
spacetime.

regions with x2 > t2. This defines two regions referred to as the left and right Rindler
wedges, respectively, shown as regions I and III in figure 4.1. The regions not covered
by the coordinates are II and IV. We will find it useful to make a further coordinate
transformation to coordinates (η, ξ) related to (γ, ρ) by

ρ = 1
a
eaξ,

x = aη, (4.5)

where a is a positive constant and η and ξ can take any real value. We can also relate
the new coordinates to (t, x) by

t = 1
a
eaξ sinh(aη),

x = 1
a
eaξ cosh(aη). (4.6)

Then, the metric takes the form

ds2 = e2aξ
(
−dη2 + dξ2

)
. (4.7)

These coordinates are useful because the world line with ξ = 0 describes an observer
with proper time η moving with a proper acceleration α = a. Such an observer is called
a Rindler observer. Since this metric is independent of η, it has a Killing vector ∂η. If
we express ∂η in the Minkowski coordinates (t, x), we find

∂η = ∂t

∂η
∂t + ∂x

∂η
∂x = a(x∂t + t∂x), (4.8)
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which we see is just the Killing vector associated with a boost in the x-direction times the
acceleration a. This makes it clear that the Killing vector naturally extends throughout
the spacetime. In region I it is timelike and future-directed, while in region III it is
timelike and past-directed. In regions II and IV it is spacelike. Since the Killing vector
in region III is past-directed, we can find describe it by coordinates (η̃, ξ̃) where we flip
the sign in (4.6),

t = −1
a
eaξ̃ sinh(aη̃),

x = −1
a
eaξ̃ cosh(aη̃). (4.9)

Looking at figure 4.1, we see that the causal structure of Rindler space is similar to the
maximally extended Schwarzschild solution, as shown by the Kruskal diagram in figure
1.2. This fits in with our discussion of the equivalence principle. In particular, we see
that the null line x = t, labelled H+, is a future Cauchy horizon for a η = constant
spacelike hypersurface in region I, and that the line x = −t, labelled by H−, is a past
Cauchy horizon. In fact, H+ and H− are Killing horizons, defined as null hypersurfaces
to which the Killing field is normal. The event horizons in the maximally extended
Schwarzschild solution are also Killing horizons. Regions I and III then correspond to
the two asymptotically flat regions in the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution.

4.2 The Unruh Effect

Having studied Rindler space, we are ready to derive the Unruh effect using path
integrals. We do so following Hartman [40].

We begin by setting up the density matrix for the Minkowski vacuum |0〉 at Euclidean
time τ = 0 using the path integral

ρ = |0〉 〈0|

= τ = 0

τ =∞

τ = −∞

(4.10)

Next, we divide it into two regions B, for which x < 0, and A, for which x > 0. The
density matrix for region A is obtained by tracing over region B, which is equivalent to
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glueing the cuts together for x < 0:

ρA = TrB ρ

=

0

τ

x

0 (4.11)

Let us now calculate this path integral using the coordinates of the Rindler observer.
Consider again equation (4.8) for the Killing vector ∂η. Doing a Wick rotation transforms
it to

∂η = ia(x∂τ − τ∂x) = ia∂θ, (4.12)

where ∂θ is the Killing vector that generates clockwise rotations in the (x, τ) plane. Let
us now specify boundary conditions φ1, φ2 at the cuts and calculate 〈φ2| ρA |φ1〉 using θ
as our time coordinate. This is equivalent to calculating 〈φ2| ρA |φ1〉 by a rotation of 2π
from φ1 to φ2:

〈φ2| ρA |φ1〉 =
φ2

φ1

θ

(4.13)

We can construct a conserved quantity Q[∂θ] related to the rotation Killing vector ∂θ.
Then, by our usual rules for the path integral, this path integral must equal

〈φ2| ρA |φ1〉 = 〈φ2| e−2πQ[∂θ] |φ1〉 , (4.14)

where the conserved quantity Q[∂θ] acts as the Hamiltonian that evolves the system a
distance 2π from the configuration |φ1〉 to |φ2〉. Thus, we have

ρA = e−2πQ[∂θ]. (4.15)

Furthermore, we can construct a conserved quantity Q[∂η] related to the timelike Killing
vector ∂η. By (4.12), we must have

Q[∂θ] = − i
a
Q[∂η]. (4.16)

We can use a timelike Killing vector to define a conserved energy. If we denote the
components of the Killing vector ∂η by Kµ, the conserved energy is given by an integral
over a spacelike hypersurface Σ,

Q[∂η] =
∫

Σ
KνT

µνnµ
√
h d3y, (4.17)

where hab is the induced metric on Σ and nµ is the normal vector to Σ. Now, let Σ be
the spacelike hypersurface defined by τ = 0. The energy we get from (4.17) is then the
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energy conserved in Euclidean time, with the normal vector nµ pointing in the positive
Euclidean time direction. To get the physical energy conserved in Lorentzian time, we
Wick rotate back. This also rotates the normal vector such that it points in the positive
Lorentzian time direction. The new normal vector ñµ is therefore related to the original
normal vector nµ by nµ = iñµ. Thus we have

Q[∂η] =
∫

Σ
KνT

µνnµ
√
h d3y =

∫
Σ̃
KνT

µνiñµ
√
h d3y = iH, (4.18)

where Σ̃ is the spatial hypersurface defined by t = 0, and we have used that this coincides
with the spatial hypersurface Σ defined by τ = 0. H is the Hamiltonian, as it represents
the conserved energy in Lorentzian time. Inserting in (4.15), we are left with

ρA = e−2πH/a, (4.19)

which we recognize as the thermal density matrix with temperature

T = a

2π . (4.20)

This is the Unruh effect: A constantly accelerating observer detects thermal radiation
at the temperature (4.20). In the language of QFT in curved spacetime, the effect is
a result of the fact that the Rindler observer and the stationary Minkowski observer
measure time differently, and therefore have different notions of vacuum.

4.3 Hawking Radiation

Now we are ready to argue for the Hawking effect. Consider the maximally extended
Schwarzschild solution, described by the Kruskal diagram 1.2, with an observer at fixed
coordinates just outside the event horizon in region I. By the equivalence principle,
this observer should be locally equivalent to the Rindler observer in region I of Rindler
space. To see this, let us take the Schwarzschild metric (1.10) and introduce a new radial
coordinate ρ given by ρ2 = 4rs(r − rs). This transforms our metric into

ds2 = −
(

1− 4r2
s

ρ2 + 4r2
s

)
dt2 +

(
ρ2

4r2
s

+ 1
)

dρ2 + r2
s

(
ρ2

4r2
s

+ 1
)

dΩ2. (4.21)

Expanding to second order in ρ near the horizon (ρ→ 0), we find that the metric is

ds2 ≈ − ρ2

16M2 dt2 + dρ2 + r2
sdΩ2. (4.22)

Let us also rescale the time coordinate to γ = t/4M , transforming our metric into

ds2 ≈ −ρ2dγ2 + dρ2 + r2
sdΩ2, (4.23)

where we see that the first two terms have exactly the form of the Rindler metric (4.4).
Thus we have that the observer just outside the event horizon is a Rindler observer, and
should detect Unruh radiation at the temperature (4.20).

Now, let us find the temperature observed at infinity. To do this, we can use the
Tolman-Ehrenfest relation [48, 49], which states that

T
√
gµνKµKν = constant, (4.24)
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where T is the locally measured temperature and K is the timelike Killing vector of the
spacetime. For the Schwarzschild spacetime, this relation is then

T (r)
√
−gtt(r) = constant, (4.25)

where gtt = −(1−rs/r) in the coordinates of (1.10). Now we can relate the temperature
of an observer at infinity to that of an observer just outside the event horizon by

T (r =∞) = T (r ∼ rs)
√
−gtt(r ∼ rs), (4.26)

where we used that gtt(r =∞) = −1. For the observer just outside the horizon, we can
use the near-horizon metric (4.22) in which gtt = −ρ2/(16M2), giving

T (r =∞) = a

2π
ρ

4M = 1
8πM , (4.27)

where we used that (4.5) gives ρ = 1/a for the Rindler observer, for which ξ = 0. Thus we
have shown that an observer infinitely far from the eternal black hole observes Hawking
radiation at temperature (1.21). Note that since we are considering the eternal black
hole, we have radiation emitted from and entering the black hole; the vacuum state is
the Hartle-Hawking state, as we described in chapter 2. As we also argued then, the
vacuum state of a black hole formed from collapse is the Unruh state, in which there
is only radiation emitted from the black hole and none entering. To get the density
matrix at infinity, one must consider the scattering problem against the potential well
surrounding the black hole. We will not show it here, but as stated in chapter 2, this
gives a thermal density matrix with a greybody factor (2.16).

4.4 Thermofield Double

We will later find the concept of the thermofield double useful. The thermofield double
is a state that purifies a thermal state |n〉 by doubling the Hilbert space. It is given by

|TFD〉 = 1√
Z(β)

∑
n

e−βEn/2 |n〉A |n〉B , (4.28)

where the energy eigenstates |n〉A and |n〉B live in separate Hilbert spaces HA and HB,
with energy eigenvalue En [40]. The density matrix of the thermofield double state is
given by

ρ = |TFD〉 〈TFD| (4.29)

The reduced density matrix of system A is the thermal density matrix:

ρA = TrB ρ = e−βHA , (4.30)

where HA is the Hamiltonian of system A. Thus, if we consider only system A, the
thermofield double state is indistinguishable from a thermal state. In the thermofield
double state, the state in system A is thermal because it is entangled with system B.
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The thermofield double can be prepared by the path integral

|TFD〉 =

τ

0

β/2

(4.31)

Note that this path integral looks exactly like one we would use to define a density
matrix, since it has two cuts. This time, we will interpret the drawing differently. We
interpret the lower cut as a cut for states in HA and the upper cut as a cut for states
in HB, such that specifying boundary conditions φ1 and φ2 at the cuts is equivalent to
multiplying by the bra 〈φ1|A 〈φ2|B.

We now make the claim that the Minkowski vacuum is equal to the thermofield
double state, where the states |φ1〉A and |φ2〉B are states in the Hilbert spaces of Rindler
observers in the left and right Rindler wedges. To show this, we prepare the vacuum
state |0〉 of the stationary Minkowski observer using a Euclidean path integral:

|0〉 =

τ

−∞

0

(4.32)

Next, we divide the state into two regions A and B, corresponding to x > 0 and x < 0,
respectively, at Euclidean time τ = 0. Then we specify φ1 and φ2 as boundary conditions
for regions A and B, respectively, and calculate the transition amplitude

〈φ1φ2|0〉 =

x0

φ2 φ1

(4.33)

We repeat the trick we used in section 4.2, and switch time variable to that of the
Rindler observer, corresponding to a clockwise rotation in the (x, τ) plane. Then the
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same transition amplitude is given by a clockwise rotation by π from |φA〉 to |φB〉:

〈φ1φ2|0〉 =

φ2 φ1

θ

=

φ2

φ1

θ

0

π

= 〈φ1|A 〈φ2|B |TFD〉 , (4.34)

where we in the final equality observed that this path integral is exactly the form of
the thermofield double state with boundary conditions specified at the cuts. To find the
inverse temperature β we must first convert back to the Rindler time η. By the same
arguments as in section 4.2, this gives the inverse temperature

β = 2π
a
, (4.35)

which is just the inverse of the Unruh temperature (4.20). While the result is the same
as we found in section 4.2, we are now in a position to make some more interpretations.
Consider figure 4.1, which describes Rindler space. The region A on which we calculated
the denisty matrix for the Rindler observer is the surface t = 0, x > 0. The domain
of dependence of this surface is the entire right Rindler wedge, shown as region I in
the figure. This result tells us that we have a thermal state in the right Rindler wedge
because it is entangled with the left Rindler wedge, and vice versa. In other words, we
have that the vacuum of flat spacetime is an entangled state: As we discussed when
explaining Hawking radiation in chapter 2, in the vacuum, pairs of entangled virtual
particles are created and annihilated all the time.

This discussion can also be applied to the eternal black hole, since it has the same
global structure as Rindler space: The thermal density matrix in region I can be
interpreted as a result of entanglement between region I and III. The Hartle-Hawking
vacuum is therefore equivalent to a thermofield double state, where the state |n〉A and
|n〉B that enter are states in the Hilbert spaces of observers at fixed coordinates outside
the black hole. The regions are entangled because they are part of the same spacetime;
they are connected by a wormhole. As we have seen, the vacuum is an entangled state.
Therefore, tracing out part of the vacuum leads to entanglement. This leads to some
interesting interpretations when we later consider a black hole in anti-de Sitter space in
chapter 6.
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r

β

rs

Figure 4.2: The Euclidean Schwarzschild spacetime, often referred to as the ‘cigar’.

4.5 The Euclidean Cigar

To complete the discussion, we will consider the Euclidean Schwarzschild metric. We
turn the Schwarzschild metric (1.10) into a Euclidean metric by performing the Wick
rotation τ = it, giving the Euclidean Schwarzschild metric

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν =
(

1− rs
r

)
dτ2 +

(
1− rs

r

)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2, (4.36)

where we have defined xµ ≡ (τ, r, θ, φ). Note that r ≥ rs in the Euclidean Schwarzschild
metric: For r < rs the metric would have changed signature and would not represent a
Euclidean manifold. Now let us do the same coordinate transformations we did to get
the near-horizon metric (4.22), giving the Euclidean near-horizon metric

ds2 ≈ ρ2

16M2 dτ2 + dρ2 + r2
sdΩ2. (4.37)

We notice the resemblance between the first two terms and the metric of R2 in Polar
coordinates, ds2 = dr2 + r2dθ2. The angular coordinate in our Euclidean Schwarzschild
metric is then τ

4M . We are required to give the angular coordinate a period of 2π.
Choosing a different period 2π − α would correspond to cutting out a wedge of angle α
and glueing the remaining edges together, forming a cone. This would create a conical
singularity at the horizon ρ = 0. However, we know that the Schwarzschild metric is
perfectly well-behaved at the horizon. We are therefore forced to give τ

4M a period of
2π. Thus we identify τ ∼ τ + β, where

β = 8πM. (4.38)

We know that β is the inverse temperature of the quantum fields. Thus we have again
obtained that the Schwarzschild black hole radiates particles with the temperature (1.21).

The Euclidean Schwarzschild spacetime can be drawn as in figure 4.2. We emphasize
that the spacetime caps up smoothly at the event horizon r = rs. The black hole interior
and the singularity at r = 0 has been completely excised, leaving an entirely nonsingular
geometry. The funny shape of the Euclidean Schwarzschild spacetime has led to it being
nicknamed the ‘cigar’.

It is useful to note that the spacelike surface τ = 0 from rs to infinity corresponds
to the surface T = 0 from R = 0 to infinity in the Kruskal diagram of the eternal black
hole 1.2. Surprisingly, the Euclidean Schwarzschild metric also contains the other side
of the eternal black hole on the other side of the cigar: The surface τ = β/2 from rs to
infinity corresponds to the surface T = 0 from R = 0 to negative infinity. To see this,
consider Rindler space again, this time in the full complex time plane (t, τ), as shown
in figure 4.3. We found that time evolution for the Rindler observer corresponds to
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x

t

τ

θ
AB

Figure 4.3: Complex Rindler spacetime. We can get from a point on A to a point in B by a
rotation halfway around the Euclidean plane.

rotations in the Euclidean plane. Thus, using the Rindler coordinates, we can go from
the right Rindler wedge to the left Rindler wedge by rotating by an angle of θ = π in the
Euclidean plane. Since a Rindler observer is locally equivalent to an observer at fixed
spatial coordinates in Schwarzschild spacetime, this directly translates. Thus, rotating
halfway around in Euclidean time takes us from a point in region I to a point in region
III in the Schwarzschild spacetime. This discussion will be useful when we set up the
density matrix at the end of chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Why Information Loss is Paradoxical

Statistical mechanics tells us that the thermodynamic entropy counts the number of
microstates for a given macrostate. We may therefore expect that black holes have hidden
microstates giving rise to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (1.23). In other words, if we
knew the correct theory of quantum gravity, we should be able to derive the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy by counting the number of microstates that gives a black hole of a
given mass, angular momentum and charge. In this section, we will review the evidence
that this is indeed the case. We will focus on the path-integral approach to quantum
gravity and show how this can be used to derive the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.

5.1 Path Integral Derivation of the Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy

To derive the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, we consider the gravitational path integral
with no matter fields. We use the semiclassical approximation (3.38) and consider only
the contribution of the background fields:

logZ(β) ≈ −IE [g0]. (5.1)

We must then consider the contribution of all classical solutions that satisfy the boundary
conditions (3.35) separately. Since we are considering a vacuum solution of the field
equations we have R = L = 0. The Euclidean action (3.45) is then simply

IE = − 1
8π

∮
∂M

ε (K −K0)
√
hd3y. (5.2)

In order to make sure the boundary conditions are satisfied we choose ∂M to be the large
three-cylinder at r = r0. This hypersurface corresponds to the coordinate restriction

Ψ(r) = r − r0 = 0. (5.3)

Note that Ψ is a timelike hypersurface.
There are two saddles that satisfy the boundary conditions: The Euclidean flat

cylindrical spacetime

ds2 = ηµνdxµdxν = dτ2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2 (5.4)

and the Euclidean Schwarzschild spacetime (4.36) withM = β
8π . Note that the Euclidean

time coordinate in the flat cylinder (5.4) also has period β.
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The induced metrics on ∂M from ηµν and gµν are

ds2 = uabdyadyb = dτ2 + r2
0dΩ2, (5.5)

ds2 = vabdyadyb =
(

1− rs
r0

)
dτ2 + r2

0dΩ2, (5.6)

respectively. We see that taking the limit r0 → ∞, both induced metrics satisfy the
boundary condition (3.35).

Now we wish to find the action of both spacetimes. Since K0 is defined as the
extrinsic curvature of flat spacetime, the action of flat spacetime is trivially IE [η = 0].
Therefore the contribution of the flat cylinder to the logarithm of the partition function
is zero. We still need to find K0 to compute the action from the Euclidean Schwarzschild
spacetime. From (5.4) we see that √η = r2 sin θ. Using (A.4), we find that the normal
vector on ∂M is nµ = (0, 1, 0, 0). Thus we get

K0 = ∇µnµ

= 1
√
η
∂µ (√ηnµ)

= 1
r2 sin θ∂r

(
r2 sin θ

) ∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= 2
r0
. (5.7)

Next, we find the extrinsic curvature K of the Euclidean Schwarzschild spacetime. From
(4.36) we see that √g = r2 sin θ. From (A.4) we get that the normal vector on ∂M is
nµ =

√
1− rs/r0(0, 1, 0, 0). This gives the extrinsic curvature

K = 1
√
g
∂µ (√gnµ)

= 1
r2 sin θ∂r

(
r2 sin θ

√
1− rs

r

) ∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= 2
r0

√
1− rs

r0
+ 1

2
rs
r2

0

1√
1− rs/r0

. (5.8)

Inserting in (5.2), we get

IE [g] = − 1
8π

∫
∂M

ε (K −K0)√γ d3z

= − 1
8π

∫ β

0
dτ
∫ π

0
dθ
∫ 2π

0
dφ r2

0 sin θ
[

2
r0

√
1− rs

r0

+ 1
2
rs
r2

0

1√
1− rs/r0

− 2
r0

]

= β

[
r0 − r0

√
1− 2M

r0
− M

2
1√

1− 2M/r0

]
, (5.9)

where we have inserted rs = 2M . Now we expand the square root of the second term in
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the Taylor series
√

1− x = 1− x
2 +O(x2) to get

IE [g] = β

2

[
r0 − r0

(
1− M

r0
+O(r−2

0 )
)
− M

2
1√

1− 2M/r0

]

= β

[
M − M

2
1√

1− 2M/r0
−O(r−1

0 )
]
. (5.10)

Taking the limit r0 →∞, we arrive at

IE [g] = βM

2 = β2

16π . (5.11)

Inserting in (5.1), we get
Z(β) ≈ e−β2/16π. (5.12)

Finally, we obtain the entropy of the black hole through (3.9):

SBH = β2

16π = 4πM2 = A

4 , (5.13)

in agreement with the Bekenstein-Hawking formula (1.23).
Let us make a few remarks about this derivation. First of all, it is important to

discuss why we interpret the entropy we got out of this derivation as that of the black
hole itself. This is because we chose a classical solution with no matter fields—neither
classical nor perturbations—and calculated its contribution to the partition function.
Any entropy present must therefore be a consequence of the geometry itself. Second, we
should discuss what kind of entropy we have found. Since it is the entropy of a classical
black hole solution, it is the entropy of a geometry that can be described by a subset of
observables, namely the mass, angular momentum and electric charge, as we know from
the no-hair theorem. Therefore, this entropy satisfies our definition of a coarse-grained
entropy (1.6). Of course, this is what we would expect from the interpretation of the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as the thermodynamic entropy of the black hole.

5.2 The Central Dogma

The gravitational path integral is one of several routes to derive the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy. Strominger and Vafa [10] calculated the statistical mechanical entropy in
string theory for a certain class of extremal Reissner-Nordström black holes. The
result matches the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy exactly to leading order. The same
result can be achieved in AdS/CFT: Strominger [50] considered black holes whose near-
horizon geometries are locally three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space and calculated their
statistical mechanical entropy on the CFT side of the duality. The result matches the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy exactly.

These results support the idea that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy arises from
hidden microstates of the black hole. This has been such an important idea in studies
of the black hole information paradox that it has been named the ‘central dogma’ [21].
It can be summarized as follows:

As seen from the outside, a black hole can be described in terms of a quantum
system with eA/4 microstates, which evolves unitarily under time evolution.
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Σ

Figure 5.1: Partial Cauchy slice.

5.3 The Information Paradox

Let us now return to the Penrose diagram we had for the evaporating spacetime and
the partial Cauchy slices we drew in figure 2.2. We draw a new partial Cauchy slice Σ
which extends from r = 0 to infinity at a time after the black hole has formed, as shown
in figure 5.1. This Cauchy slice has the same domain of dependence as Σ1 in figure
2.2. We can therefore expect unitary evolution from Σ1 to Σ: If the black hole formed
from an initially pure state on Σ1 we also have a pure state on Σ. Let us now divide Σ
at the event horizon, such that Σbh is the part inside and Σrad is the part outside the
horizon. The outside observer only has access to Σrad. The state available to such an
observer is therefore described by tracing out Σbh, leaving a mixed state because of the
entanglement between the matter on Σbh and Σrad.

If we believe in the central dogma, we can understand the matter on Σbh as a quantum
system with thermodynamic (coarse-grained) entropy given by the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy SBH. Let us denote the fine-grained entropy on Σbh as Sbh and the fine-grained
entropy on Σrad as Srad. Since the state on the full slice Σ is pure, we must have
Srad = Sbh. Recall that the fine-grained entropy of a system is bounded by its coarse-
grained entropy (1.9). We must therefore have Sbh ≤ SBH.1 It follows that

Srad ≤ SBH. (5.14)

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy will decrease as the black hole shrinks during
evaporation. Srad, on the other hand, is the entropy of Hawking radiation. We know
that this is described by a thermal density matrix at all times. The fine-grained entropy
of Hawking radiation will therefore increase as more radiation is emitted. Therefore, we

1Note the difference between Sbh and SBH. The lowercase bh stands for black hole, while the uppercase
BH stands for Bekenstein-Hawking.
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expect the inequality (5.14) to be broken at some time that we will call tPage. This is
the information paradox.

5.3.1 The Page Curve

We will now check when the inequality breaks. We have already found the time evolution
of the black hole’s massM(t) in (2.21). Since the surface area of the Schwarzschild black
hole is A = 4πr2

s = 16πM2 we can insert M(t) in (1.23) to get the time dependence of
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy:

SBH(t) = 4πM2
0

(
1− t

tevap

)2/3

. (5.15)

We know that the density matrix of Hawking radiation is given by (2.16). We can
insert this directly into the formula for the von Neumann entropy (1.3). Let us go ahead
and do this following Page [51]. We write down (2.16) again for convenience:

ρmn = δmn
Γn(ex ∓ 1)±1

(ex ∓ 1± Γ)n±1 , (5.16)

where the upper sign is for bosons, which can have any nonnegative integer integral
number of quanta, and the lower sign is for fermions, which can only have n = 0 or
n = 1. Γ is the transmission coefficient of the hole to the particle of species s and rest
mass µ in a mode of energy x ≡ Tω, helicity p, and angular momentum (l,m). Let us now
insert in (1.3) to find the von Neumann entropy Sω,s,p,l,m = Tr(−ρω,s,p,l,m ln ρω,s,p,l,m) of
a single mode emitted at time t.

Assuming the black hole to be large, its temperature will be low and the emitted
particles will be massless, consisting only of photons and gravitons. Thus we can take
the boson equation of (2.16), which will be convenient to write as

ρmn,ω,s,p,l,m(t) = δmnzy
n (5.17)

where z = ex−1
ex−1+Γ and y = Γ

ex−1+Γ . Note that z = y − 1. We also have y < 1 because
ω > 0. Then we have

Sω,s,p,l,m(t) = −
∞∑
n=0

zyn ln(zyn)

= −z
∞∑
n=0

yn(ln z + n ln y)

= −z ln z
∞∑
n=0

yn − z ln y
∞∑
n=0

nyn︸ ︷︷ ︸
y d

dy
∑∞

n=0 y
n

= −z ln z 1
1− y − zy ln y 1

(1− y)2

= − ln z − y ln y
z

, (5.18)

where we have used the sum of a geometric series ∑∞n=0 y
n = 1

1−y when y < 1. Inserting
for z and y again we arrive at

Sω,s,p,l,m(t) = ln
(

1 + Γω,s,p,l,m
ex − 1

)
+ Γω,s,p,l,m

ex − 1 ln
(

ex − 1
Γω,s,p,l,m

+ 1
)
. (5.19)
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Integrating over all modes and summing over particle types, we have that the total
entropy of Hawking radiation S emitted at time t is

S(t) = 1
2π

∑
s,p,l,m

∫ ∞
0

dω
[
ln
(

1 + Γω,s,p,l,m
ex − 1

)
+ Γω,s,p,l,m

ex − 1 ln
(

ex − 1
Γω,s,p,l,m

+ 1
)]

. (5.20)

Since the emitted modes are perfectly thermal, there can be no correlation between
modes emitted at different times. We can therefore set S(t) as the rate of change of the
total entropy Srad of all the radiation that has been emitted at time t:

dSrad
dt = S(t). (5.21)

The integral for S(t) was solved numerically by Page [37] for the case of photon and
graviton emission, who found

dSrad
dt = γ

M(t) , (5.22)

where γ ≈ 1.4 · 10−3. Inserting M(t) from (2.21), we get the differential equation

dSrad
dt = γ

M0

(
1− t

tevap

)−1/3

. (5.23)

Solving with the initial condition that there is no radiation entropy when the black hole
forms at t = 0, we obtain

Srad(t) = γM2
0

2α

1−
(

1− t

tevap

)2/3
 . (5.24)

Note that this is a fine-grained entropy obtained from a semiclassical approximation.
Since the semiclassical approximation is accurate until a Planck time away from complete
evaporation, we expect (5.24) to agree with the actual fine-grained entropy of the
radiation until this time.

Now that we have Srad(t) and SBH(t) it is interesting to check if black hole evaporation
satisfies the second law of thermodynamics. Taking the time derivative of (5.15) yields

dSBH
dt = − 8πα

M(t) . (5.25)

Inserting Srad for Smatter into the generalized entropy (1.22) and using (5.25) and (5.22),
we have

dSgen
dt = dSBH

dt + dSrad
dt = γ − 8πα

M
≈ 7.0 · 10−5

M
> 0. (5.26)

Thus the second law is satisfied.
Solving SBH(t) = Srad(t), we find that inequality (5.14) breaks at the time tPage ≈

0.54tevap. A plot of SBH(t) and Srad(t) is shown in figure 5.2. Note that the black
hole is still large at the Page time. The inequality is broken long before the black hole
approaches complete evaporation and the assumptions needed to do QFT in curved
spacetime would have broken down.

The Page time is named after Don Page, who studied how Srad should evolve if the
central dogma is true [37, 11, 12]. He found that the entropy will increase according to
Srad(t) up to the Page time tPage, after which it will decrease, lying close to the maximum
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t

S

tevaptPage

SBH

Srad

Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (5.15) and the entropy of Hawking
radiation (5.24).

t

S

tevaptPage

Srad

Figure 5.3: The Page curve for the entropy of Hawking radiation. Note that since the total state
of the black hole and Hawking radiation is pure, the fine-grained entropy of the black hole is
equal to that of the Hawking radiation. Thus the Page curve also applies to the black hole.
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allowed entropy SBH. The resulting curve is called the Page curve, and is shown in figure
5.3.

The Page curve can be understood physically as follows. At early times, the number
of Hawking quanta will be low compared to the black hole quanta. The entanglement
between the Hawking quanta and the black hole will therefore make the Hawking quanta
appear to be in a maximally mixed, thermal state. This is true until the Page time. At
this time the number of emitted Hawking quanta is roughly the same as the number of
black hole degrees of freedom, and new emitted quanta are likely to be entangled with
quanta that were emitted at earlier times. This causes the entropy to decrease. The
entropy will keep decreasing until it reaches zero when the black hole has completely
evaporated.
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5.3.2 The Strength of the Information Paradox

To make it very clear, we summarize the black hole information paradox below:

The black hole information paradox is the conflict between

1. The central dogma, which implies that (5.14) must hold, meaning that the
fine-grained entropy of Hawking radiation is bounded by the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy.

2. The result from QFT in curved spacetime that Hawking radiation is
perfectly thermal and described by the density matrix (2.16), which
implies that the fine-grained entropy of Hawking radiation is monotonically
increasing.

Statement 1. and 2. are in conflict at times t ≥ tPage ≈ 0.54tevap because 2.
implies that inequality (5.14) is broken at t = tPage.

According to one definition [52], a paradox is an apparently impeccable argument
to an impossible conclusion—such as a pair of apparently impeccable arguments whose
conclusions contradict each other. By this definition, the black hole information paradox
is a true paradox. We have every right to believe in the central dogma: We have
precise derivations of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in low-energy quantum gravity,
string theory and the AdS/CFT duality. On the other hand, QFT in curved spacetime
provides equally compelling reasons to believe that black holes emit exactly thermal
radiation. These two conclusions contradict each other when inequality (5.14) is broken,
which happens at a time we expect the models with which we computed Srad to work
perfectly well. This can only happen if the evaporation process is non-unitary. Note that
in contrast to the non-unitarity that was argued for by Hawking in his Breakdown of
Predictability paper [3], this non-unitarity happens in the domain of dependence of the
partial Cauchy slice Σ1 of figure 2.2, a regime in which we expect unitary time evolution.
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Chapter 6

The Holographic Principle and the
AdS/CFT Correspondence

In this chapter, we introduce the holographic principle and the AdS/CFT correspondence
following Harlow [53]. We will be very brief and focus mostly on the conceptual aspects,
as we will not perform any explicit calculations in AdS/CFT.

6.1 The Holographic Principle

Suppose we have a thermodynamic system with entropy S contained within a spherical
region with surface area A. The total energy E of the thermodynamic system cannot
exceed the massM of a black hole of area A; otherwise, it could not have been contained
within the region. Now consider the process where we collapse a spherical shell of matter
onto this system whose energy is M − E. This results in a black hole of mass M
and surface area A, filling the spherical region. This black hole will have an entropy
SBH = A/4. For this process to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics, we must have
S < SBH. In other words, the maximum entropy of a region of space is proportional to
the area of its boundary.

This is a peculiar property of gravity. One would naïvely guess that the maximum
entropy of a region would be proportional to the volume of the region: One can always
imagine putting more degrees of freedom into that volume. This would indeed have
been the case if we had considered a system in quantum field theory without gravity
[54]. Instead, gravity places a stricter boundary: If one tries the naïve procedure of
filling the volume with more degrees of freedom, a black hole will form at some point,
and its entropy will be determined by the surface area of its boundary. This led authors,
most notably ’t Hooft and Susskind [55, 56], to suggest that the physics taking place
in a three-dimensional region can somehow be encoded on a two-dimensional surface
surrounding that region. The idea is called the holographic principle and is believed to
be a property of quantum gravity. It remained a vague idea until 1997, when Maldacena
made a precise example with his AdS/CFT duality [13]. Here AdS stands for anti-de
Sitter space and CFT stands for conformal field theory.
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6.2 The AdS/CFT Correspondence

Anti-de Sitter space is the maximally symmetric solution of the field equations with a
negative cosmological constant. In d+ 1 dimensions its metric can be written as [53]

ds2 = −
[
1 +

(
r

rads

)2
]

dt2 + dr2

1 +
(

r
rads

)2 + r2dΩ2
d−1, (6.1)

where t ∈ (−∞,∞), r ∈ [0,∞) and rads is a characteristic length scale, related to the
vacuum energy ρ0 as

1
r2

ads
= − 16πGρ0

d(d− 1) . (6.2)

The spacetime has its own interesting boundary structure; it does not asymptotically
approach Minkowski space. Introducing a new coordinate tan η = r/rads, the metric is
transformed to the form:

ds2 = 1
cos2 η

[
−dt2 + dη2 + sin2 ηdΩ2

d−1

]
, (6.3)

where 0 ≤ η < π/2. We can conformally compactify by disregarding the diverging
prefactor and including the conformal boundary at η = π/2. The resulting Penrose
diagram is the cylinder shown in figure 6.1.

The Penrose diagram tells us that we should think of AdS as a box. We choose
reflecting boundary conditions at r =∞, which is necessary in order to think of AdS as
a closed system. Then a massless particle sent out from the centre is able to propagate
all the way to the boundary and back in a finite proper time as seen from an observer
at the centre. A massive particle will not reach all the way to the boundary; it will
travel a finite distance before returning to the centre in a finite proper time. These
observations are formalized in the statement that the conformal boundary is timelike; it
has the topology of R × Sd−1. The induced metric at the conformal boundary is given
by

ds2 = −dt2 + dΩ2
d−1. (6.4)

A conformal field theory is a quantum field theory that is invariant under conformal
transformations; that is, transformations xµ → x′µ(x) such that the new metric satisfies
[57]

gµν(x)→ Ω2(x)gµν(x). (6.5)

The set of spacetime transformations that satisfy this requirement is called the conformal
group. The Poincaré group, which includes translations, boosts and rotations, is a
subgroup of the conformal group. The conformal group also allows the special conformal
transformation [53]

xµ → xµ + aµx2

1 + 2xνaν + a2x2 . (6.6)

In his original paper [13], Maldacena showed that a four-dimensional supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory is equivalent to type IIB string theory in an AdS5 background with
the Yang-Mills theory on its boundary. The duality has been generalized since then.
The present understanding is that the duality is valid outside the realm of string theory.
The modern statement is the following:
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r
t

Figure 6.1: The Penrose diagram of AdSd+1 for d = 2. The ‘bulk’ is the AdS region inside the
cylinder. The CFT lives on the boundary.

Any relativistic conformal field theory on R × Sd−1 with metric (6.4) can be
interpreted as a theory of quantum gravity in asymptotically AdSd+1 × M
spacetime. HereM is some compact manifold that may or may not be trivial.

Where by AdSd+1 × M we mean a spacetime M that is asymptotically AdS. In
loose terms one can say that the AdS/CFT duality tells us that an asymptotically AdS
universe can be described by a CFT living on the boundary of that universe, thus making
an explicit example of the holographic principle. AdS/CFT can be seen as a ‘dictionary’
that relates quantities on each side of the duality. In this way, one can use CFT on
the boundary to perform certain calculations in the AdS region or vice versa. The AdS
region is often referred to as the ‘bulk’. In figure 6.1 the bulk is the region inside the
cylinder. The CFT lives on the conformal boundary of that cylinder.

6.3 AdS/CFT and the Information Paradox

The AdS/CFT duality is a conjecture that has not been proved. However, there is
an enormous amount of evidence in its favour in the form of calculations matching on
either side of the duality [58]. Given the validity of the conjecture, it tells us that black
hole evaporation should somehow be unitary in the sense that it follows the Page curve,
at least for a black hole in asymptotically AdS: Such a black hole can be equivalently
described by a CFT on the AdS boundary, which is a manifestly unitary theory.

For this reason, the AdS/CFT duality shifted the general opinion to the belief that
black hole evaporation must be unitary, and that the central dogma is true. The
conjecture even convinced Hawking himself [14], who had been defending the opposite
belief ever since the publication of his ‘Breakdown of Predictability in Gravitational
Collapse’ [3].

If the central dogma is true, the monotonically increasing entropy of Hawking
radiation that we found cannot be the final answer. The state for which we calculated
the entropy is a state in the Hilbert space of QFT in curved spacetime, HQFT. This is
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III I
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Figure 6.2: The Penrose diagram of the eternal black hole in asymptotically AdS.

not the Hilbert space of the full theory of quantum gravity HQG. We may therefore hope
that the monotonically increasing entropy of Hawking radiation is only a fine-grained
entropy of the state in HQFT and not in HQG. The AdS/CFT duality has opened
the door to studying the entropy in quantum gravity, at least in asymptotically AdS
spacetime, which we will do in the next chapter.

6.4 ER = EPR

Now that we have defined the AdS/CFT correspondence, we can continue the discussion
of the thermofield double we started at the end of chapter 4. We noted that the Hartle-
Hawking vacuum of the eternal black hole is equivalent to a thermofield double state
(4.28), where the states |n〉A and |n〉B that enter are the states of observers at fixed
coordinates outside the black hole. Let us now consider the eternal black hole in an
asymptotically AdS spacetime. Its Penrose diagram is shown in figure 6.2. The spacetime
has two boundaries: One at spatial infinity in region I, the other at spatial infinity in
region III. On each boundary, we have a CFT. Maldacena [59] proposed that the eternal
black hole in asymptotically AdS can also be described as two CFTs that are entangled
in the thermofield double state (4.28).

Let OI and OIII be operators in the CFT dual to region I and III, respectively.
In the CFT description, the correlator 〈TFD|OIOIII |TFD〉 is non-zero because of the
entanglement between the CFTs. The operators in the CFT are dual to operators in
the bulk. In the bulk description, the correlator is non-zero because region I and III
are connected by an Einstein-Rosen bridge (wormhole). In this sense, wormholes on the
AdS side of the correspondence can be seen as entanglement on the CFT side of the
correspondence. Maldacena and Susskind have later made the radical suggestion that
this principle holds true outside of AdS/CFT, and that in quantum gravity, wormholes
are equivalent to entanglement [60].

The authors note a number of similarities between the two phenomena. The simplest
to state is the fact that both seem like strange violations of locality at first sight, but
in both cases, they do not provide mechanisms for superluminal signal propagation. In
the case of entanglement, no local operation on one member of the entangled pair can
influence the other before a classical signal can propagate between them. In the case of
wormholes, no signal can propagate through the wormhole from one exterior to the other,
as can be seen in the Penrose diagram of the eternal black hole. The principle was given
the slogan ‘ER = EPR’, referring to the interesting coincidence that the phenomena were
introduced in 1935 by the same authors: Wormholes were first discovered in the eternal
black hole by Einstein and Rosen [61], while entanglement was discussed in the famous
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paper on the claimed incompleteness of quantum mechanics by Einstein, Podolsky and
Rosen [62].
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Chapter 7

Holographic Entanglement Entropy
and Replica Wormholes

The discovery of the AdS/CFT duality sparked a change in the general opinion on the
black hole information paradox. The community went from asking if information can
escape a black hole to asking how it can happen. More specifically, the community has
been asking how the entropy of Hawking radiation can follow the Page curve. There
has recently been progress in answering this question, and concepts from AdS/CFT
have been important contributors. Among these concepts is holographic entanglement
entropy, which we will introduce in this chapter. A recently conjectured formula for
the holographic entanglement entropy that includes quantum gravity effects has been
applied to Hawking radiation. The formula gives the result one would hope for—that
the entropy of Hawking radiation follows the Page curve. We will provide qualitative
arguments as to how this happens. Finally, we will show how this result can be obtained
from the gravitational replica trick without using the AdS/CFT duality. This is achieved
by allowing for more exotic saddles in the gravitational path integral referred to as replica
wormholes. The calculations involving replica wormholes are quite technical, and we will
not attempt to do them here. We will instead give a more general argument which will
be motivated by a simpler example.

7.1 Holographic Entanglement Entropy

Imagine that we are on the CFT side of the AdS/CFT duality; we have a CFT that
lives on R × Sd−1. In the Schrödinger picture, we can pick out a particular Cauchy
slice and study the quantum state of the CFT on that slice. Consider the case where we
decompose the slice into a region A and its complement Ā and calculate the von Neumann
entropy SA of region A using the standard formula (1.3). How can we calculate that
same entropy on the AdS side of the duality? This is answered by the Ryu-Takayanagi
(RT) proposal for stationary spacetimes, later generalized by Hubeny, Rangamani and
Takayanagi (HRT) to include non-stationary spacetimes [63, 64]. The RT/HRT proposal
says that we can calculate SA using the bulk gravity theory by the formula

SA = Area(X)
4 , (7.1)

where X is the codimension-two extremal-area surface in the bulk geometry with the
property that ∂X = ∂A. If there is more than one such X we choose the one with the
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A

X

Figure 7.1: The RT/HRT proposal. The entanglement entropy of the reduced density matrix of
region A in the CFT can be calculated by the area of the codimension-two extremal-area surface
X. Note that since this is the Penrose diagram of AdS3 the codimension-two surface X is a
line, meaning that we should insert the length for Area(X) in (7.1). We choose the surface with
the shortest spatial length, or more generally the shortest spacelike geodesic if the spacetime is
non-stationary.

smallest area. We also have the requirement that X is homologous to A, which means
that we can continuously deform the curve to coincide with A.

There is an obvious similarity between this formula and the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy (1.23); the only difference is the surface we calculate the area of. This is no
coincidence. In fact, we can view it as a generalization of the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy. We will later see how this formula can be motivated by a calculation similar to
the one we did when we derived the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy from the gravitational
path integral in chapter 5.

7.1.1 Entanglement Wedge Reconstruction

We may also ask where on the boundary a given bulk region is described. This can be
answered by entanglement wedge reconstruction. The entanglement wedge of a region A
can be defined in the following way [65]:

Find an extremal surface X in the RT/HRT proposal (7.1), then identify the
subregion Σ of a bulk Cauchy slice, which is bound by X and A: ∂Σ = X∪A. The
entanglement wedge of A, denoted by W(A), is the bulk domain of dependence
of Σ:

W(A) = D(Σ). (7.2)

A bulk operator can be reconstructed using a given boundary region A if, and only
if, the bulk operator is contained in the entanglement wedge of A [16]. Put simpler, the
physics in the entanglement wedge of A is encoded on A. The entanglement wedge is
illustrated in figure 7.2.

7.1.2 Quantum Corrections

The RT/HRT formula is only valid to leading order O(~−1). Engelhardt and Wall [15]
have later generalized it to arbitrary orders in ~, allowing for quantum corrections. They
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X A
Σ1

Σ2

W(A)

X A

W(A)

Figure 7.2: The entanglement wedge W(A) of a region A on the boundary. The left figure shows
the AdS cylinder as seen from the side. The right shows a time slice as seen from above. Since
Σ1 and Σ2 are bounded by X and A and contained in W(A), they give the same entropy.

conjectured that the fine-grained entropy of the state in quantum gravity is given by

SA = minX
{
extX

[Area(X)
4 + Ssemi-cl(ΣX)

]}
, (7.3)

where X is a codimension-two surface, ΣX is the region bounded by X and A, and
Ssemi-cl(ΣX) is the von Neumann entropy of the quantum fields ΣX appearing in the
QFT in curved spacetime description. The surface X is the generalized Ryu-Takayanagi
surface and is referred to as the ‘quantum extremal surface’ (QES). It is chosen such
that it extremizes the generalized entropy. If there is more than one such surface, the
one that minimizes the entropy is chosen. Note that for given X, any spacelike surface Σ
in the entanglement wedge of A with boundary ∂Σ = X ∪A results in the same entropy,
as shown in figure 7.2. Thus we can think of Ssemi-cl(ΣX) as the semiclassical entropy
of the Hawking quanta in the entanglement wedge of ΣX . We also note the striking
resemblance to the generalized entropy (1.22); it is essentially the same formula for a
more general surface.

The QES formula can be applied to black holes to find the time evolution of their
entropy. We will later see that applying this formula to a black hole results in the Page
curve, as we would expect for the unitary process of an initially pure state.

However, the Page curve we have considered is for the fine-grained entropy of
Hawking radiation, not that of the black hole. One could of course argue that the
fine-grained entropy of Hawking radiation must be equal to that of the black hole if we
consider the system to be in an initially pure state. Nevertheless, we would be more
convinced if we could perform a direct calculation of the fine-grained entropy of Hawking
radiation and see that it does indeed follow the Page curve.

Luckily, there is a further generalization to the QES formula that allows us to do
exactly that. It results from allowing the extremal surface to be disconnected, consisting
of a radiation region ΣRad and a region inside the black hole referred to as the ‘island’,
ΣIsland [18]:

S = minX
{
extX

[Area(X)
4 + Ssemi-cl(ΣRad ∪ ΣIsland)

]}
. (7.4)
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We will see that this formula gives a fine-grained entropy of Hawking radiation that
follows a Page-curve exactly equal to the one we get for a black hole using (7.3).

If we want to use this formula to calculate the entropy of Hawking radiation, it seems
that we must consider black holes in asymptotically Anti-de Sitter space rather than the
asymptotically flat spacetimes we have considered so far. This was done by Penington
[16], who found that the entropy does indeed follow the Page curve. However, the
present understanding of the island formula is that it is much more general than the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula; it requires neither the AdS/CFT duality nor even AdS spacetime.
In fact, we will see that the entropy given by the island formula can be derived from
the gravitational replica trick. Therefore we interpret it as a general formula for the
fine-grained entropy of quantum systems coupled to gravity.

This means we can follow the schematic calculation of [21] and use the formula for
the more familiar spacetime of a black hole formed from collapse in asymptotically flat
spacetime. We will add a codimension-one cutoff surface outside the black hole that is
going to play the role of the AdS boundary, and make sure that it is placed a couple of
Schwarzschild radii outside the black hole such that its effective potential is inside the
surface. The entropy we calculate will depend on the time of an observer at the cutoff
surface.

First, we apply the QES formula (7.3) to find the entropy of the black hole. Then
we apply the island formula (7.4) to find the entropy of Hawking radiation.

7.2 Applying Quantum Extremal Surfaces to Black Holes

Figure 7.3 shows the Penrose diagram of the spacetime and its cutoff surface. The
surface X starts at the cutoff surface and is deformed into the enclosed region until an
extremum is found. We refer to the region inside the cutoff as the ‘black hole region’
and the region outside as the ‘radiation region’.

The simplest surface that extremizes the generalized entropy is the empty surface.
Choosing this surface gives an entropy Ssemi-cl(ΣX), where ΣX is the surface bounded
by the origin and the cutoff surface. When the black hole forms and starts radiating,
the entropy will stay zero because the outgoing Hawking quanta and its interior partner
are both encapsulated by the cutoff surface. Once the outgoing quanta have escaped
the cutoff surface, it is no longer contained in the entanglement wedge, while its interior
partner is. This causes the entropy to increase. The semiclassical entropy on ΣX must
then be equal to the semiclassical entropy of the fields outside the cutoff surface. We
have already found its time dependence: It is given by (5.24). The empty surface is
extremal because if we had moved it slightly to be non-empty, the area term would
increase, and so would the generalized entropy. Thus the black hole entropy will rise
according to (5.24) in early stages of the evaporation.

This will not go on indefinitely: There is a second extremal surface that lies close to
the event horizon. Its position at time t is found by going back along the cutoff surface
by a time of order rs logSBH and shooting off an ingoing light ray. Then the surface lies
close to the point where the light ray intersects the horizon. Thus we get contributions
both from the area term and Ssemi-cl(ΣX). The area term will dominate as there are few
Hawking quanta in the entanglement wedge of ΣX . Therefore the contribution from this
extremal surface will lie close to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, and the time evolution
will be decreasing as we found in (5.15).

In order to prove that this is indeed an extremal surface, one must show that the
change of area of X under a small deformation in any direction perfectly balances the
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Figure 7.3: Penrose diagram of the spacetime under consideration and its cutoff surface. In order
to find the entropy of the black hole at time t we place X at the cutoff surface at time t and
deform it into the enclosed region until an extremum is found. Here ΣX is the region bounded
by X and the cutoff surface. Note that the cutoff surface is codimension-one.

change in Ssemi-cl(ΣX). To get some intuition, consider the extremizing along the ingoing
null direction. The area will be monotonically decreasing in this direction. The same is
not true for Ssemi-cl. We can see this by starting with X at the horizon and moving it
inwards. As we move the surface inwards, we will include ingoing Hawking quanta that
are entangled with outgoing quanta between the event horizon and the cutoff surface.
This causes Ssemi-cl to decrease. However, at some point, we will instead start to include
ingoing quanta that are entangled with outgoing quanta outside the cutoff surface. This
will increase Ssemi-cl. In this regime, we can find a point where the changes in area and
semiclassical entropy cancel each other out.

Finally, we take the minimum of the two extremal surfaces. This gives an entropy
exactly equal to the Page curve, as shown in figure 7.4.

7.3 Applying the Island Formula to Hawking Radiation

Now we apply (7.4) to find the entropy of Hawking radiation. Here ΣRad is the region
from the cutoff surface to infinity and ΣIsland is the region bounded by any quantum
extremal surface and the origin. We can in principle have any number of islands,
including zero. To find the island, we extremize the generalized entropy with respect
to the position of the quantum extremal surface X. If there is more than one extremal
surface, we choose the one that minimizes the entropy, just like we did for the black hole
entropy. The setup is shown in figure 7.5.

Again, the simplest extremal surface is the empty surface, giving an entropy equal
to the semiclassical entropy of Hawking radiation (5.24).
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Figure 7.4: At early times, the quantum extremal surface that minimizes the generalized entropy
is the empty surface. This causes the entropy to increase, following the green curve. At the Page
time, the minimizing surface changes to the one just behind the horizon, causing the entropy to
decrease along the yellow curve. The resulting generalized entropy thus follows the Page curve
in figure 5.3 exactly. Adapted from [21].
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X
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Figure 7.5: The setup for calculating the entropy of Hawking radiation. We evaluate the
semiclassical entropy in the union of two disconnected regions ΣRad and ΣIsland. The quantum
extremal surface X is again found by placing it at the cutoff surface and deforming it into the
enclosed region until an extremum is found.
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Figure 7.6: At early times, the quantum extremal surface that minimizes the generalized entropy
is the empty surface. This causes the entropy to increase, following the green curve. At the Page
time, an island contribution appears, causing the entropy to decrease along the yellow curve.
The resulting generalized entropy thus follows the Page curve in figure 5.3 exactly. Adapted
from [21].

We also have a non-empty extremal surface, giving an island contribution. This
surface perfectly coincides with the non-empty surface we found when calculating the
black hole entropy, lying just behind the horizon. To see this, consider the change in
entropy as we move the surface slightly. If we move it further out, we will include modes
that are entangled with modes inside the cutoff surface. Since these modes are not
part of ΣRad, this will cause an increase in Ssemi-cl. Similarly, if we move the surface
inwards, we exclude modes that are entangled with modes in the entanglement wedge
of ΣRad. This also causes an increase in Ssemi-cl. Moving the surface inwards causes a
decrease in the area contribution. Thus we can adjust it such that the changes in area
and semiclassical entropy cancel each other out. Just like the extremal surface in the
black hole calculation, this surface will be dominated by the area term. Thus the island
contributes an entropy close to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (5.15).

Taking the minimum of the extremal surfaces, we are left with an entropy that follows
the Page curve exactly as shown in figure 7.6.

7.4 Entanglement Wedges in Black Hole Evaporation

We can get a better understanding of the information escape from the black hole by
studying the entanglement wedges of the black hole and the Hawking radiation at
different times.

Before the Page time, the QES is the empty surface. Therefore, the entanglement
wedges of the black hole and the Hawking radiation will cover the black hole region and
the radiation region. This is shown in figure 7.7 (a). The entire black hole region is
described by the black hole degrees of freedom. No information about the black hole
region is contained in the radiation, just like we found in the semiclassical calculations.

This changes when the non-empty QES appears after the Page time. This surface
was the same for the black hole calculation and the radiation calculation. We may
therefore draw the entanglement wedges as in figure 7.7 (b). Now the black hole region
is divided into two wedges; one that describes the black hole degrees of freedom, and the
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X

t < tPage t > tPage t > tevap

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.7: The entanglement wedges at different times.

island region that describes radiation degrees of freedom. We say that the island is part
of the radiation and not of the black hole.

Finally, after the evaporation time, the entanglement wedges will be as in figure 7.7
(c), assuming that we can use the formulas up to the endpoint of evaporation. Now the
region inside the cutoff surface is flat space, giving an empty QES. The entanglement
wedge of the radiation includes the entire black hole interior, meaning that the entire
black hole interior is part of the radiation.

The entanglement wedges do help us understand the process of information escape,
but they do little to help us understand how it happens. To better understand this, we
must see how we can use gravitational path integrals to derive the island formula (7.4).

7.5 The Replica Trick on the Cigar and a Proof of the RT
Proposal

Before we show the calculations with replica wormholes, we warm up with a calculation
inspired by the paper by Lewkowysz and Maldacena [66]. They used the replica trick
to prove the RT proposal (7.1). This calculation can be seen as a generalization of the
one we did when we calculated the black hole entropy in chapter 5. We will apply their
method to that same system. That is, we will approximate the partition function by
including the first term in (3.38):

logZ ≈ −IE [M] = −IG[M], (7.5)

where M is the Euclidean Schwarzschild spacetime (the cigar) of figure 7.8 (a). Note
that when we write IG[M] we really mean the gravitational action of the manifold M
with metric g, which we previously wrote as IG[g].

Following Lewkowysz and Maldacena, we will prepare a density matrix using the
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M = β Mn = nβ M̂n = β

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.8: The spacetime manifolds we construct. (a) is the cigar we use to construct the state in
(7.6). (b) is the replicated manifold we get from glueing each copy of ρ defined in (7.6) cyclically
together. (c) is the manifold we are left with after removing the replica symmetry Zn from (b).

cigar. We do so by making two cuts around τ = 0 from r = rs to infinity:

ρ = (7.6)

We emphasize that there are no matter fields on this manifold. Any entropy of the
density matrix will therefore be an entropy of the geometry itself. Just like before, we
expect the result to be the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (1.23).

We make a replicated manifold by glueing these cigars cyclically together. This
results in a manifoldMn that looks exactly like the cigar, but has period nβ, as shown
in figure 7.8 (b). Inserting in the replica trick formula (3.29), we get that the first-order
contribution to the von Neumann entropy of the black hole is

S = lim
n→1

∂n(IG[Mn]− nIG[M]). (7.7)

As discussed in section 3.3, we can now use the replica symmetry Zn to construct the
quotient space M̂n ≡ Mn/Zn. This results in a geometry topologically equivalent to
the original manifoldM where τ now has period β. Since we consider a manifold with
no matter fields on it, we do not have to worry about twist fields. However, the tip of
the cigar at r = rS is a fixed point under Zn. This results in a conical singularity at
r = rS on M̂n with deficit angle

∆φ = 2π
(

1− 1
n

)
. (7.8)

The manifold M̂n is shown in figure 7.8 (c), where we have exaggerated the conical
shape. We can generally take the fixed point to be a codimension-two surface. We can
treat the surface as a source of energy-momentum which backreacts onM to deform it
to M̂n. This is achieved by putting a cosmic brane at the fixed point [67]. The cosmic
brane is a codimension-two surface with action given by

Ic = Tn

∫
Σd−2

dd−2y
√
h, (7.9)

where Tn = 1
4

(
1− 1

n

)
is the tension of the cosmic brane and h is the determinant of

the induced metric on the codimension-two surface. Thus we have that the metric on
M̂n must be a solution under variation of the sum of the gravitational and cosmic brane
action onM,

IG[M̂n] = IG[M] + Ic[M]. (7.10)
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Since the gravitational action is local, the gravitational action onMn should be n times
that of a single domain:

IG[Mn] = nIG[M̂n]. (7.11)

Note that the above procedure has turned the integer value n into a parameter in the
cosmic tension, making it possible to analytically continue it to non-integer values. Thus
we are now able to take the limit n→ 1. We can insert in (7.7) to get

S = lim
n→1

∂n(nIG[M̂n]− nIG[M])

= lim
n→1

(IG[M̂n] + n∂nIG[M̂n]− IG[M])

= lim
n→1

(∂nIG[M̂n]), (7.12)

where we used that IG[M̂1] = IG[M1] = IG[M] from (7.11).
Now, the key idea to evaluate this is to view M̂n as a family of classical solutions to

the equations of motion we get by varying the action in (7.10) and taking the derivative
∂n as equivalent to varying the solution and its boundary conditions on the cosmic
strings. Thus we only get contributions to S from the boundary term. We follow the
suggestion by [67] and set up a physical boundary at r = r0 just outside the conical
singularity. This means that the boundary term that contributes to S must be the GHY
boundary term1:

∂nIG[M̂n] = −∂nIB[M̂n] = − 1
8π∂n

∮
r=r0

εK
√
hd3y. (7.13)

Since the boundary is set just outside the horizon, we can consider the metric of M̂n

in the near-horizon limit. We have already done this for the Euclidean Schwarzschild
metric M in chapter 4. We found that the near-horizon metric was given by (4.37),
where τ ∈ [0, 4πrs). It will be convenient to change to the angular coordinate ϕ = τ

2rs ,
such that the metric is transformed to

ds2 = ρ2dϕ2 + dρ2 + r2
sdΩ2, (7.14)

where ϕ ∈ [0, 2π). We saw that the metric on Mn has a Euclidean time period of n
times that of M. Therefore, let us define yet another Euclidean time coordinate given
by ψ = nϕ, transforming the metric into

ds2 = ρ2

n2 dψ2 + dρ2 + r2
sdΩ2, (7.15)

where ψ ∈ [0, 2nπ). Finally, let us define a new radial coordinate r = ρ/n to transform
the metric into

ds2 = gµνdxµdxν = r2dψ2 + n2dr2 + r2
sdΩ2. (7.16)

If we change the Euclidean time coordinate to have period 2π, that is, ψ ∈ [0, 2π), we
are left with a metric with a conical singularity that describes M̂n.

Let us now calculate the extrinsic curvature K on r = r0 of (7.16), for which ε = 1.
We have √g = nrr2

s sin θ. The induced metric on r = r0 is given by

ds2 = habdyadyb = r2
0dψ2 + r2

sdΩ2, (7.17)
1Note that this time we are taking the limit r0 → rs, where the action of flat spacetime does not

diverge. Therefore we do not need to include the K0 term to make the action finite.
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with
√
h = r0r

2
s sin θ. The normal vector calculated from (A.4) is nµ = 1

n(0, 1, 0, 0).
Thus we get

K = ∇µnµ = 1
√
g
∂µ(√gnµ)

∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= 1
r
∂r

(
r

n

) ∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= 1
nr0

. (7.18)

Now we can insert in (7.13) to get

∂nIG[M̂n] = − 1
8π∂n

∫ 2π

0
dψ
∫ π

0
dθ
∫ 2π

0
dφ 1
nr0

r0r
2
s sin θd3y

= 1
n2πr

2
s

= 1
n2
A

4 . (7.19)

Inserting in (7.12), we are left with

S = A

4 = SBH, (7.20)

as expected.
From here one can generalize the method, as Lewkowycz and Maldacena did, to a

more general class of manifolds. In general, fixed points of the replica symmetry Zn
appear as codimension-two surfaces and can be incorporated into the original manifold
M as cosmic branes that backreact and deforms it to M̂n. The area formula for the
entropy can then be viewed as arising from the action of the cosmic brane, with a
minimal area condition from minimizing the action. In AdS/CFT situations, this entropy
corresponds to the gravitational dual of the entropy of a subregion of the CFT on the
boundary. From this, the extremal-area formula of the RT proposal (7.1) follows.2

7.6 Replica Wormholes

Now we will finally motivate how replica wormholes can be used to derive the island
formula (7.4) for the entropy of Hawking radiation. In the previous calculation, we
chose a saddle of the gravitational path integral and calculated its entropy. This time
we will let gravity act dynamically; we will only specify the boundary condition and
leave the rest for gravity to fill in. We will include the contribution from two saddles.
One of them will give an entropy that corresponds to the case where there is no island,
which we will refer to as the ‘Hawking saddle’. The other will correspond to the case
where there forms an island. We will refer to this as the ‘replica wormhole saddle’ for
reasons that will become apparent.

We will follow the general discussion of replica wormholes in the paper by Almheiri,
Hartman, Maldacena, Shaghoulian and Tajdini [19] and show briefly how it applies
to a model in which they perform explicit calculations. They consider a version of
the information paradox where a black hole in two-dimensional AdS radiates into an
attached Minkowski region. The Hawking radiation is modelled by a CFT that lives in
both the gravitational and the non-gravitational region.3 The setup is shown in figure

2We emphasize that the example we showed only serves to motivate this result. For a full derivation,
see the paper by Lewkowycz and Maldacena [66].

3It might look like this calculation uses the AdS/CFT correspondence. This is not the case. The
QFT is defined as a CFT only to simplify calculations.
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AdS

RR

FlatFlat

Figure 7.9: The setup. A black hole in asymptotically AdS with flat Minkowski spacetime
attached to the AdS boundary.

=

r

β

Figure 7.10: Boundary condition for the gravitational path integral. The light blue part is the
non-gravitational region and the dark blue part is the gravitational region that will be filled in
by the gravitational path integral.

7.9. Note that we use the eternal black hole, which does not evolve in time. The
entropy we get will still have a time dependence because the region R on which we
calculate the entropy evolves in time, as shown in the figure. We take the action to be
IE [g, φ] = IG[g] + ICFT[g, φ] where g denotes the metric and φ denotes the matter fields.
We will simplify our notation and simply write

I[M] = IG[M] + ICFT[M], (7.21)

where I is now the Euclidean action and we write all our actions as a functional of the
manifold M we consider, I[M]. The CFT action ICFT[M] refers to the matter action
on the manifoldM.

We prepare a boundary condition for the gravitational path integral as shown in
figure 7.10. The light blue part is the non-gravitational region and the dark blue part
is the gravitational region that will be filled in by the gravitational path integral. We
represent the same path integral in the flat drawing on the right side of the equality.
We do this because we want to make cuts on both sides of the eternal black hole; recall
our discussion in section 4.5, where we noted that the spacelike hypersurface τ = 0
corresponds to region I of the eternal black hole, and halfway around, at τ = β/2,
corresponds to region III. We refer to the manifold prepared by this boundary condition
asM.

Now we make two disconnected cuts in the non-gravitational region to define the
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Figure 7.11: The boundary condition for M̂n. The zigzagged lines show the cuts made in region
R that are glued together. The black dots represent the insertion of twist operators.

reduced density matrix

ρR = (7.22)

Since the reduced density matrix lives in the non-gravitational region it corresponds
to the density matrix of Hawking radiation. We will now use the replica trick to calculate
this entropy while we include all possible saddles of the gravitational path integral that
satisfy this boundary condition. As before, we construct the replica manifold Mn by
glueing each copy of ρR together cyclically along the cuts. The action on I[Mn] is of
course equivalent to the one forM in (7.21),

I[Mn] = IG[Mn] + ICFT[Mn]. (7.23)

We will consider the contribution from each of the saddle points that satisfy the
boundary condition of the gravitational path integral separately. As in the previous
calculation, we will only consider the first term in the semiclassical approximation (3.37),

logZn ≈ −I[Mn] = −IG[Mn]− ICFT[Mn], (7.24)

and correspondingly forM. Inserting in (3.29), we get

SR = lim
n→1

∂n(I[Mn]− nI[M]). (7.25)

The replicated manifold will of course have the replica symmetry Zn. Again, we
construct the quotient space M̂n = Mn/Zn. This manifold is topologically equivalent
toM and has n copies of the CFT on it. As discussed in section 3.3 we must place twist
operators at the boundary of the regions that are glued together. Figure 7.11 shows
the boundary condition for M̂n, where the black dots represent the insertion of twist
operators. Whether we get a fixed point or not will now depend on how we fill in the
gravitational region. If there is a fixed point, we must insert cosmic branes and twist
operators at the conical singularities.

As in the previous calculation, we can use that the gravitational action is local to
infer that the gravitational action ofMn should be n times that of a single domain,

IG[Mn] = nIG[M̂n]. (7.26)

Using (7.23), we get
I[Mn] = nIG[M̂n] + ICFT[Mn]. (7.27)
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Figure 7.12: The two saddles Mn for n = 2. The φi are meant to show how the replicas are
glued together in the sense of figure 3.2.

Now we can insert in (7.25) to get

SR = lim
n→1

∂n
(
nIG[M̂n] + ICFT[Mn]− nIG[M]− nICFT[M]

)
. (7.28)

The simplest saddle Mn we can get is the one where we fill in the gravitational
region on each replica separately. For n = 2 this can be drawn as in figure 7.12 (a).
Constructing M̂n from this saddle does not give any fixed points. This means that no
singularity forms in M̂n and we can construct M̂n directly fromM. Thus we can set

IG[M̂n] = IG[M]. (7.29)

Inserting this in (7.28), we get

SH
R = lim

n→1
∂n (ICFT[Mn]− nICFT[M]) . (7.30)

But this is simply the replica trick expression for the von Neumann entropy of the CFT
in the radiation region. Therefore we set

SH
R = Ssemi-cl(ρCFT (R)). (7.31)

This is completely equivalent to the Hawking calculation of the radiation entropy, so
nothing new happens here. This is the saddle we call the ‘Hawking saddle’, with the H
in SH

R standing for Hawking. Just like for the black hole in asymptotically flat spacetime,
SH
R is monotonically increasing.
The situation is different if we allow for more interesting topologies. That is, we

can let the gravitational regions of the different replicas be connected as in figure 7.12
(b). This connection is what we refer to as the replica wormhole. In this case, there are
fixed points under Zn. As in the previous calculation, we must therefore include cosmic
branes at the fixed points in the gravitational action for M̂n:

IG[M̂n] = IG[M] + Ic[M], (7.32)

in addition to twist operators at the same points. We can draw the manifold Mn and
M̂n as in figure 7.13. Note however that in the trivial case n = 1 no cosmic brane is
needed and

IG[M̂1] = IG[M]. (7.33)

Now we can insert in (7.28) to get
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Mn M̂n

Figure 7.13: Replica wormhole solution for n = 3. The two red points are fixed points under Zn

on which we insert cosmic branes and twist operators in M̂n.

SRW
R = lim

n→1
∂n
(
IG[M̂n] + n∂nIG[M̂n]− IG[M] + ∂n(ICFT[Mn]− nICFT[M])

)
= lim

n→1
(∂nIG[M̂n]) + lim

n→1
∂n(ICFT[Mn]− nICFT[M]), (7.34)

where we have used (7.33) and RW stands for replica wormhole. The first term has
exactly the same form as the only term that contributed to our calculation in section
7.5. By the same argument, this term becomes

lim
n→1

(∂nIG[M̂n]) = A

4 , (7.35)

where A is the area of the codimension-two surface located at the fixed point. The
second term is again recognised as the replica trick formula for the entropy of the matter
fields. This time, however, we have twist operators inside the gravitational region. As
we discussed in section 3.3, the twist operators act as if they are glued together in the
same way as the cuts are glued together. In figure 7.13 we represent this by another
cut, marked in red, between the fixed points, that we should think of as being glued
together with the radiation region R. Therefore the last term in (7.34) corresponds to
the semiclassical entropy evaluated on R ∪ I, where I is the region between the fixed
points:

lim
n→1

∂n(ICFT[Mn]− nICFT[M]) = Ssemi-cl(ρCFT (R ∪ I)). (7.36)

Finally, to determine which of these saddles dominates the path integrals we should
extremize and minimize the action. This makes the entropy equal to the minimum of
the two saddles:

SR = min
(
SH
R , S

RW
R

)
. (7.37)

This is in complete agreement with the island formula (7.4). The region I of the replica
wormhole saddle then corresponds to the island region.4

4Note that in this discussion we only included the extremal cases where all the replicas were either
fully disconnected or fully connected. Since we should sum over all ways of filling in the boundary
conditions, we should also include the cases where only some are connected. We have ignored these
because the two saddles we considered are the dominating ones [19, 20].
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While this has only been a general discussion, the article by Almheiri et al. [19] also
contains an explicit calculation in the above setup in which the Page curve is obtained.
The calculations have the features one would expect from our general discussion: Two
saddles that dominate at different times, one of them being the disconnected and the
other being the fully connected replica wormhole saddle. A similar calculation was also
done in a two-dimensional gravity model by Penington, Shenker, Stanford and Yang [20]
using the gravitational replica trick. They also found that at early times the radiation
was dominated by a disconnected saddle and at late times it was dominated by a fully
connected saddle, resulting in the Page curve for the Hawking radiation.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Discussion

We have presented what the black hole information paradox is, where it comes from, and
recent insights that suggest a solution. We defined the paradox as the conflict between
(1) the central dogma, which is the idea that a black hole behaves like a quantum system
to an outside observer, and (2) calculations in QFT in curved spacetime, which gives
Hawking radiation that is perfectly thermal. These statements cannot both be true: (1)
implies the inequality Srad ≤ SBH, which tells us that the entropy of Hawking radiation
is bounded by the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, while (2) implies that the entropy of
Hawking radiation is monotonically increasing, breaking the inequality at the Page time
tPage ≈ 0.54tevap. The inequality can only break if the black hole evaporation is a non-
unitary process. The Page time is within the domain of dependence of a partial Cauchy
slice drawn before the black hole formation and therefore in a regime in which we would
expect unitary time evolution and that the inequality would hold. On the other hand,
we would also expect QFT in curved spacetime to give correct results in this regime, as
the assumptions on which it is based break down only a Planck time before complete
evaporation. Since it is very difficult to see why either (1) or (2) would be wrong, the
black hole information paradox truly is paradoxical.

We have seen how the AdS/CFT correspondence suggests that a solution to the
black hole information paradox must be one that gives the Page curve. The recently
conjectured formulas for the holographic entanglement entropy provide a way in which
this is possible. We performed a schematic calculation in which we showed how the
quantum extremal surface formula gives the Page curve for the black hole and how the
island formula gave the Page curve for the Hawking radiation. We had two surfaces
in both cases: One of them was the empty surface, and the other was close to the
event horizon. The empty surface gave an entropy that followed the increasing entropy
of Hawking radiation as predicted by the QFT calculations. The non-empty surface
gave an entropy that followed the decreasing Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Taking the
minimum of the two gave exactly the Page curve both for the black hole and for the
Hawking radiation. In the case of the island formula applied to the Hawking radiation,
the region between r = 0 and the quantum extremal surface was the island. We discussed
how entanglement wedge reconstruction helps us interpret the domain of dependence of
the island as part of the radiation degrees of freedom.

Finally, we gave a general discussion on how the Page curve was derived for the
entropy of Hawking radiation using the gravitational path integral with the replica
trick. We defined a reduced density matrix using the gravitational path integral and
replicated it. In the spirit of the gravitational path integral, we only specified the
boundary condition for the geometry, leaving the rest for gravity to fill in. We found
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two ways of filling in the gravitational path integral that would dominate at different
times: The first was the trivial saddle, where the gravitational path integral was filled in
separately for each replica. This gave a monotonically increasing entropy corresponding
to the case where there is no island in the black hole. The second was the replica
wormhole saddle, in which all the replicas were connected through the gravitational
regions. This gave an entropy corresponding to the case where there is an island, giving
an entropy that decreases along the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The correspondence
between the replica wormhole saddle and the island formula was motivated by the simpler
example in which we derived the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy through the replica trick
on the Euclidean cigar. In this example, we found the entropy to be given by a quarter
of the area of a codimension-two conical singularity that was present at the fixed point
under the replica symmetry. This conical singularity happened to be the black hole
surface, making the calculation result in the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. In the replica
wormhole saddle, we had several conical singularities in the gravitational region on which
the matter fields were evaluated, corresponding to the island region in the island formula.

There are still issues with the replica wormhole calculations that need answers before
we can claim to have a satisfactory solution of the black hole information paradox. First,
we should point out that we have calculated the von Neumann entropy of Hawking
radiation without knowing the exact density matrix ρ, as we would wish to get a
complete understanding. Finding ρ seems to require the full quantum theory of gravity.
It is interesting that the low-energy approach of the gravitational path integral somehow
seems to know what the entropy of this state is, without knowing the exact state. Second,
we have the obvious issue that the models we have considered here are not physically
realistic black holes: They are black holes in two-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space glued
to Minkowski spacetime on its boundary. It is not clear if this spacetime, defined as the
boundary condition for the gravitational path integral, is allowed by quantum gravity.
We might worry that the flat region in which there is no gravity even makes sense if
this calculation is to represent effects in quantum gravity, where gravitation should be
present in the entire spacetime. A more satisfactory derivation of the Page curve would
be one for a physically realistic black hole formed from collapse in asymptotically flat
spacetime.

We should ask why the QFT in curved spacetime calculations give what seems to be
the wrong entropy of Hawking radiation. We have argued that these calculations give
an entropy that does not follow the Page curve because the density matrix of Hawking
radiation is exactly thermal, displaying no correlation between modes at different times.
This let us set the time derivative of all the radiation emitted equal to the entropy of
all modes emitted at time t as in equation (5.21), giving a monotonically increasing
entropy. We may speculate that the QFT in curved spacetime calculations, which are
done outside the black hole, fail to give the Page curve because they do not include
quantum gravity effects inside the black hole that give correlations between early- and
late-time quanta. This would have made (5.21) invalid and would allow for the entropy
to not be monotonically increasing. If we interpret Hawking radiation as the result of
entangled virtual particles being separated by the event horizon, the ingoing particle will
eventually reach the region inside the black hole where quantum gravity effects cannot
be ignored.

In chapter 4, we used the Euclidean path integral to do the equivalent of the QFT
in curved spacetime calculations. The difference between this calculation and the path
integral calculation in chapter 7 is that in the first case we fixed the background metric,
while in the other we only fixed the boundary condition of the graviational path integral.
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This allowed replica wormholes to form, providing a way for information in the black
hole interior to be escape in the Hawking radiation. It is interesting that this mechanism
is very reminiscent of the ER = EPR proposal: The information escapes in the Hawking
radiation because the Hawking radiation has access to the black hole interior through
the replica wormholes. Yet it is unclear if we can claim the replica wormholes to be
an example of ER = EPR; they are only present in the replicated, Euclidean manifold,
making it difficult to see what physical significance they have. The wormholes disappear
when we take the limit n → 1 at the end of the calculation. Still, they do affect the
entropy, giving the Page curve.

We have discussed the hope that solving the black hole information paradox would
lead to insights into quantum gravity. While we cannot claim to have a satisfactory
solution yet, studying the problem has learned us more about quantum gravity. It has
been important for the discoveries of the holographic principle and the ER = EPR
proposal, which today are believed to be properties of quantum gravity. We are still
lacking the complete theory of quantum gravity, and can hopefully learn even more from
the black hole information paradox.

An interesting direction for future research would be to study how the replica
wormhole saddles could be interpreted in Lorentzian spacetime, which could make its
relation to ER = EPR clearer. A long-term goal would be to extend to calculations
with physically realistic black holes in asymptotically flat or de Sitter spacetime. With
de Sitter spacetime one could also study the radiation from the cosmological horizon.
One could study if this horizon can be thought of as a quantum system in the sense of
the central dogma for black holes, possibly providing insight into the quantum nature
of cosmological spacetimes.
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Appendix A

Hypersurfaces

In this chapter we follow Poisson’s description of hypersurfaces [46].
In a four-dimensional spacetime manifold, a hypersurface is a three-dimensional

submanifold that can either be timelike, spacelike, or null. A particular hypersurface Σ
is selected either by putting a restriction on the coordinates,

Φ(xα) = 0, (A.1)

or by giving parametric equations of the form

xα = xα(ya), (A.2)

where ya (a = 1, 2, 3) are coordinates intrinsic to the hypersurface. A unit vector nα
normal to the hypersurface can be introduced if the hypersurface is not null. This is
defined so that

nαnα = ε ≡
{
−1 if Σ is spacelike
+1 if Σ is timelike

, (A.3)

and we demand that nα point in the direction of increasing Φ; nαΦ,α > 0. One can show
that nα is given by

nα = εΦ,α

|gµνΦ,µΦ,ν |1/2
(A.4)

if the hypersurface is either spacelike or timelike. The metric intrinsic to the
hypersurface Σ is obtained by restricting the line element to displacements confined
to the hypersurface. From the parametric equations (A.2) we have that the vectors

eαa = ∂xα

∂ya
(A.5)

are tangent to curves contained in Σ. Note that this implies that eαanα = 0. For
displacements within Σ we then have

ds2
Σ = gαβ dxα dxβ

= gαβ

(
∂xα

∂ya
dya

)(
∂xβ

∂yb
dyb

)
= habdyadyb, (A.6)

where
hab = gαβe

α
ae
β
b (A.7)
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is the induced metric of the hypersurface. Finally, we define the extrinsic curvature Kab

of the hypersurface as
Kab ≡ nα;βe

α
ae
β
b . (A.8)

The trace of the extrinsic curvature K is defined as K ≡ habKab, where hab is the inverse
of the induced metric. One can show that K is given by

K = nα;α. (A.9)
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